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ABSTRACT

Hahn, Jeeyeon. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Anaysis of the Interaction of
Two Parallel Surface Cracks. Major Professor: Dr. Alten F. Grandt, Jr.

The objective of this research is to analyze and predict the interaction of surface
cracks that occur in parallel planes. Multiple cracks may form in aging aircraft that
forms at stress concentrations such as fastener holes and notched components by stress
corrosion and fatigue cracking. The lifetime of the structures are significantly affected by
the interaction between these cracks. Depending on relative positions and orientations
of neighboring cracks, local stress fields and crack driving forces can be affected by the
presence of adjacent cracks. Even small subcritical cracks may rapidly grow to a size that
will cause failure in service due to interaction and coalescence with other cracks.
The interaction behavior and crack propagation direction of two parallel surface
cracks is studied using three-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA). FEA models with
wide range of crack configurations in a finite plate under tension are evaluated to
investigate the correlation between the crack shapes and the separation distance
between two cracks. The relative distance (vertical and horizontal) between two cracks
and size and shape of these cracks are varied to create different stress interaction fields.
Stress intensity factors (SIF) along the crack fronts are obtained from FEA, and then,

xv
cracking behaviors of the cracks are predicted by considering the influence of the
interaction on the SIF and the coalescence of two cracks. The results obtained are then
compared with existing experimental and analytical data for validation. All of the data
analyses are presented in tabular forms and figures.

1

CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation

Cracks and other forms of defects in engineering structures may be introduced
due to porosity, inclusions, forging or casting defects, or improper thermal and
mechanical treatment of the material during manufacturing and processing [6].
Eventually, these small subcritical cracks will grow to a size that will cause failure in
service.
Cracks are often originate at stress concentrations such as fastener holes and
notched components. Also, multiple cracks, which are likely initiated due to stress
corrosion and fatigue cracking, have been observed in aging aircraft and mechanical
components such as multi-site damage and pressure vessel fatigue [6]. At the tip of
these cracks, stress exceeds the material strength and this stress concentration leads to
catastrophic failure of the components. In addition, when multi-site damage is present
in a component, the interaction and coalescence of the cracks causes a sudden increase
in crack size and accelerates the growth of the crack which reduces the time to failure [2,
5, 7, 11, 12, 13, 17].
When assessing the structural integrity of engineering structures, propagation of
fatigue cracks are predicted to evaluate the safety and lifetime of the structure. Most
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common approach applied for this evaluation is by using the relationship between
Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) and growth rate of fatigue crack to predict the crack growth.
Therefore, growth behavior of the interacting cracks can be predicted by considering the
effect of the interactions and coalescence of those cracks. The studies on the interaction
effect between cracks are mostly dealt with coplanar cracks. Since there are relatively
few studies on non-planar parallel crack interactions, there is a need to study the crack
growth behavior or fatigue life of parallel cracked structures.

1.2

Background

1.2.1 Crack Growth
Many approaches have been developed for predicting the life of a crack from the
initiation to growth stages. These include stress-life and strain-life methodologies for
the crack initiation, and linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) principles.
Using the LEFM approach, engineers may assume the existence of flaws in the
design of an engineering structure, and from there, they can predict the approximate
life before inspection or retirement. LEFM assumes that crack growth is controlled by
the cyclic SIF, K. SIF relates loading, crack size, and specimen geometry, and is often
given in the form as
 ܭൌ ߪ ξߨܽ ߚሺܽሻ.

(1.1)

The growth rate of a crack versus cyclic SIF curve shows a sigmoidal shape for
many materials (Figure 1-1). The lower asymptote for small ο ܭis the threshold region:
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Sttage I. In this region, th
he crack gro
owth would arrest for d
decreasing values of οܭ
ܭ. The
upper asymp
ptote for larrge ο ܭis the fracture rregion (Stagge III), wherre the SIF at the
crrack tip app
proaches the
e fracture to
oughness in this region. For the steeady state reegion
(SStage II), maany fatigue crack
c
growth
h prediction method aree developed
d to correlate the
co
onstant amp
plitude fatigue growth rates with vaarious loadin
ng parameteers. Paris Law
w has
been most widely
w
used, where Pariis and Erdoggan [23] sho
owed that tthe fatigue crack
growth rate (݀ܽΤ݀ܰ) is a function off the cyclic c hange in SIFF (οܭሻ as
݀ܽ
ൌ  ܥሺοܭሻ
݀ܰ

(1.2
2)

where
w
C and m are empirical parameters that ddepend on th
he material and mean sstress
of interest.

Figure 1-1 Fatigue
F
crack growth rate [6].

4
1.2.2 Previous Research on Multiple Crack Interaction
The initiation of multiple surface crack is found to be common in many types of
material failure, such as fatigue (Kamaya, Miyokawa, and Kikuchi [11], and Soboyejo and
Knott [27]), corrosion fatigue (Wang et al. [30]), and stress corrosion cracking (Stonesifer,
Brust, and Leis [21]). When such cracks are present in an engineering component or
structure, the failure is usually progressed by the interaction and coalescence of those
cracks.
Due to the complexity in the analysis, exact solutions which are obtained by
analytical methods are only applicable to problems with simple crack configurations [19,
21]. With the rapid advancement of computer technology, extensive studies have been
conducted using numerical methods to understand the crack growth behavior under
multiple crack interaction [2, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 19, 20, 24, 28]. These studies have shown
that the degree of the crack interactions is varied depending on the crack configurations:
distance between the cracks, size and shapes of the cracks, etc. A lot of the studies have
used the finite element method [2, 11, 13, 17, 19, 20, 24, 28] where the body force
method [10] and the boundary element method [9] are also considered in solving the
multiple cracking problems.
Multiple crack interactions are usually categorized into coplanar and parallel. As
shown in Figure 1-2(a), cracks are aligned in their propagation direction for coplanar
crack type. For parallel crack type, cracks are aligned perpendicular to their propagation
direction and located parallel to each other (Figure 1-2(b)). As shown in the figure, the
local stress fields are affected by the presence of neighboring cracks. Previous
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re
esearchers have
h
discove
ered that th
he relative loocation and orientation
n of the adjaacent
crrack can eith
her enhance
e or diminish
h the SIF of thhe crack from the interaaction [1, 15].

(a) Coplanar

(b) Parallel

Figure 1-2 In
nteraction of
o multiple crracks under tension. Thee lines preseent the effecct of
the neighboring ccrack [1].

Figure
e 1-3 is a plot of the mode I SIF (KKI) solution w
when two id
dentical cop
planar
crracks are intteracting in an infinite plate
p
under tension [188]. The plot illustrates th
hat KI
caan be ampliffied if the crracks are loccated in the same planee. At crack tiip A, the solution
approaches ξʹ
orizontal disstance betw
ween two crracks (s) red
duces to 0. Since
ξ as the ho
tw
wo cracks become
b
a single crack for this casse, the lenggth of the ssingle crackk also
become twice than before. It is also observed thhat normalizzed KI solutio
on increasess as a
neighboring crack appro
oaches to a crack. In other word
ds, the effeect of the crack
in
nteraction becomes
b
siggnificant as the horizoontal distance between
n two crackks, s,
re
educes. From
m the previo
ous studies, researcherss have conclluded that the interaction of
co
oplanar craccks may accelerate the crack growtth rate and reduce the required tim
me to
re
each its criticcal length [5
5, 7, 9, 15].
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Figure 1-3 In
nteraction of
o two identical coplanarr through waall cracks in aan infinite plate
[18].

Figure
e 1-4 is a plo
ot of the KI so
olution for tw
wo identicall parallel craacks separateed by
a vertical distance, s, under
u
tensio
on [18]. Ass mentioned
d in earlierr, presence of a
neighboring crack
c
create
ed a stress shielding
s
zoone around the local stress field. In
n the
figure below, the effect from
f
this stress shieling can be obseerved when mode I loading is
applied to th
he cracks. As
A two craccks approac hes to each
h other, KI at the cracck tip
decreases du
ue to stress shielding. On
O the otherr hand, KI att the crack ttip increasess and
approaches to that of sin
ngle crack ass the vertical distance beetween the cracks increeases.
Itt is observed
d that the presence
p
of a neighboriing crack caauses a shielding effect. It is
fo
ound that th
he stress shielding effect reduces thhe KI at the crack tip and propagation of
th
he crack whiich prohibitss the cracks from
f
coalesccing [1, 4, 111, 13, 28, 30
0].
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Figure 1-4 Interaction
I
of
o two identical parallel through wall cracks in aan infinite plate
[18].
[
As the vertical
v
distaance betwee
en two crackks (s) increasses, the solution approaches
1 (single crack). Note that the minimum
m
off the curve iss 0.5846 at ss/2a = 0.01.

Several experiments are conducted to innvestigate changes in crack growth
h rate
due to the in
nteraction an
nd change in crack shappe during th
he coalescen
nce between the
crracks under fatigue load
ding [2, 4, 7, 11, 13, 14, 117, 22, 28, 330]. From theese experim
ments,
itt is found that
t
when the cracks are closelyy located from each o
other, the SSIF of
in
nteracting co
oplanar craccks is almostt identical too the SIF of ccoalesced crrack [2, 7, 15
5, 29,
30]. Figure 1-5
1 is a plott of KI value
e at crack ttip A when two identiccal semi-elliptical
su
urface crackks are interaacting in an infinite pla te. SIF of in
nteracting cracks for vaarious
horizontal distances bettween crackk centers (dd) for differrent crack sshapes (b/a
a) are
evvaluated byy Murakami and Nisitani [18]. FA is the normalized KI at crrack tip A by the
fo
ollowing equ
uation

8
ܨூ ൌ

ܭூ
ߪ ξߨܽ

Ǥ

(1.3)

t
the effeect of the ccrack depth (b) on the SSIF of
From the figure, it is found that
in
nteracting cracks
c
dimin
nishes as the crack ddepth to leength ratio increases. Also,
normalized KI at tip A of interactin
ng cracks (FFA) convergges to the SSIF of the ssingle
equivalent coalesced crrack ( = 1)
1 as the ddistance bettween two coplanar ccracks
decreases. On
n the other hand, when the two craacks are locaated very farr apart from each
other ( = 0), FA approach
hes to that of
o the single crack solutio
on.

Figure
F
1-5 In
nteraction off two identiccal semi-ellipptical surface cracks und
der tension [[18].
Note that as the distance between two cracks increases (dd  λ), FA co
onverges to the
single crack solution.

9
28] performed experim
mental research to identify the types of
Song and Choi [2
parallel throu
ugh crack intteractions. Based
B
on thee observatio
ons, propagaation behaviior of
th
he interacting parallel cracks is categorized into threee different types: colllinear
co
oalescence, parallel coaalescence, an
nd bypass (FFigure 1-6). W
When the cracks are loccated
ve
ery close to each other vertically, tw
wo cracks a re coalesced
d over time as shown in
n that
of coplanar/ccollinear cracck interactio
ons (type 1). When the ssecondary crrack is someewhat
cllose to the first
f
crack, in
nner tips of two
t cracks ggrow toward
ds each otheer as they ovverlap
(ttype 2). In the last case
e, secondaryy crack is loccated far fro
om the first crack. The edge
crrack bypasse
es the secon
ndary crack while
w
the seccondary cracck is arrested (type 3).

Figure 1-6 Types of
o parallel craacks interactions [20].

Forsytth [4] and Zezula
Z
[31] investigated the effect o
of inherent inhomogeneities
on the initiattion and gro
owth of fatiggue cracks inn semi-circular edge nottch specimeens of
aluminum 70
050-T7451 th
hick plate alloy (Figure 1-7). Fatigu
ue crack gro
owths for seeveral
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ve
ersions of th
his alloy witth various siizes and num
mber of inhomogeneitiees are studied in
th
hese researcches. As sho
own in Figu
ure 1-7, thee width of tthe rectangu
ular double--edge
notch specim
men is design
ned to be laarge enoughh (2.00 in) so
o that the ggrowth of a small
crrack in one notch
n
is not affected by the presencce of the opposite notch
h (radii = 0.0
00938
in
n). Fatigue crack
c
growth
h is monitored from thhe point of initiation. In
n several faatigue
te
ests, small cracks
c
initiatted at differrent locationns of the no
otch, and they grew into
o the
th
hrough crack that even
ntually cause
ed specimenn failure. Ass these craccks are traced in
cyyclic time, small cracks which would
d coalesce aat a later peeriod in the ttest are assiigned
with
w numberss such as 1.1
1 and 1.2, indicating thatt they coalesced into craack number 1.

Figure 1-7 Specime
en with two notches (Craack are locatted at notch
hes) [4, 31].
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Among the experimental data from Forsyth [4] and Zezula [31], interaction
behavior of two parallel cracks, as shown in Figure 1-6, is also found in four test cases:
one “collinear coalescence”, two “parallel coalescence”, and one “bypass” type. Sample
figures from specimen 7112-a22, front notch data at 53,000, 61,000, 67,000, and 73,000
cycles are provided in Figure 1-8. Here parallel overlapping cracks (type 2) are observed
to grow and coalesce as a function of elapsed cycles. It is shown that cracks (crack
numbers 1.1 and 1.2) grew independently until about 61,000 cycles. Since the size of the
cracks are different, the larger crack (lower right crack) grew faster than the smaller
crack (upper left crack), and the smaller crack stopped growing within the stress
shielding area of the larger crack. As the crack tips passed each other, coalescence
occurred and the direction of progress of inner crack tips of two cracks are changed.
Now, crack tips grew toward the opposite crack while the progress directions of outer
tips are perpendicular to the loading direction. This implies that the cracks began to
interact with each other to coalesce into a larger crack. In the experiment, the cracks did
not coalesce before the specimen fractured (measured cycles to failure = 73,730).
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Figure
e 1-8 Interacction of paraallel overlapping cracks over cycles [4, 8, 31].
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1.3

Objective

The objectives of this research can be identified as following:

1. characterize interactions of two symmetric parallel semi-elliptical surface cracks
with a wide range of crack configurations and determine the SIF along the crack
front by the finite element method,
2. characterize interactions of two non-symmetric parallel semi-elliptical surface
cracks with a wide range of crack configurations and determine the SIF along the
crack front by the finite element method, and
3. validate the results obtained by comparing those with existing experimental and
analytical data from Kamaya [13, 14] and Needham [20].

Many engineering structures and components often contain non-coplanar crack
configurations. However, relatively few studies are conducted on the interaction
behavior of parallel cracks, and majority of those studies are focused on the variation of
SIF. Therefore, in order to evaluate the safety of a structure, investigation on the crack
growth behavior or fatigue life assessment on a structure containing two parallel cracks
are required.
In Chapter 2, crack analysis and stress intensity factor calculations in Abaqus and
development of the Abaqus model are introduced. Then, correlation between the crack
type and the separation distances are analyzed for symmetric and non-symmetric
parallel surface crack in the result chapter (Chapter 3). The result chapter discusses
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about the comparison between output results of the FEA and the previous experimental
data. Finally, Chapter 4 provides discussion and conclusion of the research and states
the recommendation for additional study.
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CHAPTER 2.

METHOD

In this research, the finite element software package Abaqus, Version 6.10 [25] is
used to compare the numerical and experimental results. To develop the models, an
iterative process is used to move from simple structures that had known SIF solutions to
the complex structure that had unknown stress intensity factor solutions.

2.1

Introduction to Abaqus – Finite Element Analysis

Abaqus is a software for finite element analysis (FEA) and computer-aided
engineering (CAE). Abaqus relies on contour integrals which first involves determining
the displacement field around the crack tip. The displacement field is then used with a
strain energy release rate algorithm to determine the SIF at a defined location [25].
Abaqus offers two different ways to model cracks. The first is based on the
conventional FEM, which typically requires the user to conform the mesh to the cracked
geometry to explicitly define the crack front and to specify the virtual crack extension
direction. The second is based on the extended finite element method (XFEM). This
method does not require the mesh to match the cracked geometry. However, contour
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integral evaluation with XFEM is currently limited to linear tet and brick elements [26].
Thus, the first method is used in this research.

2.1.1 Stress Intensity Factor Computation Methods in Abaqus
Abaqus uses Stress Intensity Factor to J-integral relationship to calculate the
stress intensity factors around the crack tip. In fracture mechanics, J-integral is used to
calculate the energy release rate associated with crack growth [1]. The energy release
rate is given by
 ܬൌ  ߣሺݏሻ ή ࡴ ή  ݀ܣ,

(2.1)

where dA is area of the elements around the crack front. H is given by
ࡴ ൌ ቀܹࡵ െ ࣌ ή

డ࢛
డ࢞

ቁ.

(2.2)

In linear elastic fracture mechanics, mode I, mode II, and mode III SIFs, KI, KII, and
KIII, are used to estimate the stress and displacement around crack tips. For an isotropic
and homogeneous material, the relationship between the SIFs and the energy release
rate (the J-integral) is given as
ܬൌ

ͳ ଶ
ͳ ଶ
ሺܭூ  ܭூூଶ ሻ 
ܭ
ʹ ܩூூூ
ܧത

(2.3)

ா
where ܧത ൌ  ܧfor plane stress condition and ܧത ൌ ሺଵିజమ ሻ for plane strain condition in

three dimensions.
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2.1.2 Crack Growth Direction
Engineering structures are subjected to complex loading condition. Therefore,
crack growth under the mixed mode loading condition must be investigated especially
when interaction between cracks are existent. Erdogan and Sih [3] proposed a
maximum tensile stress criterion which provides the near-tip stress field for a crack
subjected to mixed mode fracture. This criterion is the simplest approach in predicting
the crack extension direction under the mixed mode loading condition, which is also
used in Abaqus to calculate the crack propagation angle. The near tip stress field is given
by
ߪఏఏ ൌ
and

߬ఏ ൌ

ͳ

ߠ
ߠ ͵
 ൬ܭூ ଶ െ ܭூூ  ߠ൰
ʹ
ʹ ʹ
ξʹߨݎ

ͳ

ߠ ͳ
ͳ
  ܭூ  ߠ  ܭூூ ሺ͵  ߠ െ ͳሻ൨
ʹ ʹ
ʹ
ξʹߨݎ

(2.4)

(2.5)

where r and  are the polar coordinate centered at the crack tip. According to the
criterion, the crack propagates in the direction at which ߪఏఏ takes the maximum with
respect to  near the crack tip (μߪఏఏ Τ߲ߠ ൌ Ͳ or ߬ఏ ൌ Ͳ). From this condition, crack
propagation angle  can be obtained by the following equation
ܭூூ
 
ൌ
ܭூ
ͳ െ ͵  
or

 ൌ 

ିଵ

͵ܭூூଶ  ඥܭூସ  ͺܭூଶ ܭூூଶ
൭
൱
ܭூଶ  ͻܭூூଶ

(2.6)

(2.7)

Erdogan and Sih found that KII is closely related to the deviation of the crack
growth direction. Considering that crack propagation angle  is measured with respect
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to the crack plane, a positive KII causes a negative  while a negative KII causes a
positive. = 0 means mode II stress component is not present (KII = 0) and the crack
extends straight-ahead direction: purely under mode I loading.

2.2

Model Development

In this research, the SIF of interacting parallel semi-elliptical cracks, which are
perpendicular to the loading direction, are evaluated by FEM using Abaqus. The
research performed to achieve the objectives falls into three categories. The first is the
development of the three dimensional model containing parallel surface cracks in
Abaqus. The first part of this research is completed by learning and extending the work
that has been done by Kamaya [14] and Needham [20]. Due to the lack of experimental
data to verify the three dimensionality of the problem which is studied in this research,
the complexity of the finite element model is gradually increased from a two
dimensional center crack to two parallel cracks, and then to three dimensional surface
cracks. Once three dimensional surface crack modeling methods are validated by
comparing the obtained results with Newman and Raju’s solution for single cracks [21],
three dimensional model containing two parallel surface cracks is constructed. Final
model is validated by comparing several solutions with Kamaya [12, 14] and Needham’s
[20] results. In addition to providing a means of verification, this process also afforded
valuable experience and familiarity with the software.
As discussed in the previous section, Abaqus defines the first contour as the ring
of elements surrounding the crack front when calculating the J-integral. For each
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contour, rings of elements are connected to previous contour recursively. From the
previous studies [13, 20], SIFs (J-integral) are converged at the 5th contour for quadratic
mesh refinement cases. Thus, SIFs are obtained using 2D 8 node quadratic solid
elements (CPS8) and 5th integral in all validation cases.
All analyses are assumed as linear and purely elastic, and stiffness and Poisson’s
ratio of typical Aluminum (E = 3*10^7 and  = 0.30) is selected for this study. SIFs
obtained from Abaqus are normalized by equation (1.3), and calculated results for each
configuration are presented against the results from previous studies.

2.2.1 Two Dimensional Offset Parallel Cracks
Prior to the three dimensional model development, two dimensional parallel
cracks in offset positions embedded in a wide plate subjected to tensile loading are
investigated. In order to compare the results with the Murakami solutions [18],
configuration of these cracks is redefined in Figure 2-1. Here 2a is the thru-crack length,
f is the vertical distance between crack planes, while e and d are the horizontal and total
distance between crack centers.
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Figure 2-1 Two Offset Parallel Craccks reproduced from [18
8].

In Figure 2-2, FEM
M results fo
or various geeometries are plotted o
over results from
Murakami
M
haandbook [18
8]. The figure
e shows a cclose correlaation betweeen the numeerical
so
olution obtaained from the currentt Abaqus annd the Muraakami solutiions. Both sstress
sh
hielding and
d amplificatio
on are obserrved.

Figure 2-2 Parallel
P
Crack FEM resultts (symbols)) superimpossed on Muraakami solutio
ons
(solid
(
lines) [[18].
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2.2.2 Three Dimensional Single Semi-Elliptical Surface Crack
As mentioned earlier, complexity of the finite element model is gradually
increased. Prior to develop the three dimensional model containing two offset parallel
cracks, three dimensional plate with a single semi-elliptical surface crack subjected to
tension is modeled. Figure 2-3 below shows the first generation of the three
dimensional FEM model containing single surface crack. To simplify the model and
reduce the computational time, a half symmetric model is constructed. Since the crack
is located at the center of the plate, boundary conditions are symmetric along the crack
face. As shown in Figure 2-3 (a), the area around the crack tip is divided into two
sections: inner tube and outer tube. By partitioning the crack tip area into two circular
tubes, collapsed singularity elements are created in the inner tube region; and
structured elements are created in the outer tube region, which to be used in the
contour integral evaluations. This partitioning method is recommended by Abaqus to
create the finer meshes around a crack tip for more accurate analysis.
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(a) Partition
ned model foor mesh dessign

(b)
( Meshed vview
F
version of the three
e dimensionaal FEM model with singlle surface crrack
Figure 2-3 First
located at the cente
er of the platte. Finer me shes are ado
opted aroun
nd the crack..
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The mesh partitioning method suggested in the Abaqus documentation has a
limitation in the mesh design. As the radius of the inner tube decreases, size of the mesh
elements are decreased and finer meshes are formed along the crack front. However, if
the size of the inner tube elements is too small, elements in the outer regions
connected to those inner tube meshes may be distorted. When the meshes are
distorted, quality of the mesh is reduced and Abaqus produces a warning message. Thus,
care must be taken to maintain the quality of the mesh within the warning limits.
To select the radius of inner and outer tubes, r and R respectively, various
combination of radii are tested on the FEM model shown in Figure 2-3. Identical mesh
design (e.g. mesh partition, number of elements for inner and outer tubes along the
crack front, etc.), except the tube radii, is used throughout the investigation. KI at free
surface and at maximum depth of the crack is then compared with corresponding
solutions from Newman and Raju [22]: Table 2-1 summarizes the difference between
these KI solutions for five different tube radii ratio (r/R). As provided in the table, the
model with tube radii ratio of 0.1 produced the results which give the lowest average
difference between the FEM and Newman and Raju. Thus, tube radii ratio of 0.1 is
selected for the final FEM model used in this study.
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Table 2-1 Tube radii selection study for three dimensional semi-elliptical surface crack
under tension: KI at free surface and at maximum depth of the crack obtained from five
different FEM model is compared with Newman and Raju solution [22].

Model
#

Inner tube
radius, r

Outer tube
radius, R

Tube radii
ratio, r/R

1
2
3
4
5

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.07

0.020
0.025
0.050
0.100
0.143

Difference between FEM and
Newman & Raju [%]
Free
Max
Average
surface
depth
2.42
2.10
2.26
2.40
2.11
2.26
1.59
1.31
1.45
1.10
0.14
0.62
1.47
0.05
0.76

Now, FEM models for various crack geometries are created to validate the final
mesh design developed for the three dimensional semi-elliptical surface crack by
comparing the results with Newman and Raju’s solutions [22]. Normalized KI along crack
front for various crack depths, c, and crack lengths, a, from the FEM model are plotted
against Newman Raju’s Solution in Figure 2-4 below. As shown in the figure, FEM results
for various crack shapes are compared favorably with Newman and Raju solutions.
Maximum difference between the FEM model and Neman and Raju solution is obtained
as 4.3 % at the deepest point of the crack for c/w = 0.1 and a/c = 0.3 case (Figure 2-4 (a))
where less than 3% is obtained for other cases.
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h (c/w = 0.1)) for varying crack depth
h (a/c = 0.3, 0.8, and 1.44)
(a) Fixed crack length

h (a/c = 0.3) for varying ccrack length
h (c/w = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4
4)
(b) Fixed crack depth
Figure 2-4 No
ormalized mode I SIF alo
ong crack froont for singlee semi-elliptical surface crack
under rem
mote tension
n. Results obtained for vaarious crackk configuratio
ons from FEM
model arre plotted aggainst Newm
man Raju’s Solution [22].
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2.2.3 Three Dimensional Overlapping Parallel Surface Cracks
The mesh design of the final model, which contains offset parallel cracks, is
adapted from a design used in the Needham’s [20] study. As the design of the three
dimensional mesh is evolved and redesigned as the complexity is added to the model
throughout the study, another mesh modeling technique is introduced. It is discussed in
the previous section that finer meshes must be adopted around crack tips to get
accurate results in Abaqus. Also, when multiple overlapped cracks are present in a
model, mesh patterns of those cracks also overlap each other. Finer meshes and
overlapping mesh patterns cause the mesh structure to be complex, which makes it
difficult to connect the meshes around the cracks. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2-5,
Needham constructed three separate blocks to overcome this problem: two crack
blocks and one intermediate block which is inserted between the cracked blocks. Then,
by using the “Tie” function in Abaqus, these three blocks with mismatching mesh
patterns are assembled as a whole block.
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Figure 2-5 FEM
M model forr overlappingg parallel su
urface crackss [20].

The essential messh design ap
pplied for thhis study is almost the same as thee one
used in the Needham’s
N
study
s
where validity andd convergen
nce study of the mesh design
iss discussed in
n Needham [20]. Major modificatio n made on tthe model is the mesh design
around the crack
c
tips. Base on the inner and oouter tube rradius sensittivity study from
ch
hapter 2.2.2
2, radius of the
t inner tub
be is modified to be 1/110th of the o
outer tube radius
where
w
1/4th is used for the Needhaam’s model. Finer mesh
hes are adopted around
d the
crrack tip to increase the
e accuracy of
o the analyssis and to handle shallo
ower cracks also.
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Scchematic of the final FEEM model co
onstructed ffor the auth
hor’s study iss provided in the
figure below.

Figure 2-6 Final
F
design of the three
e dimensionaal FEM modeel with overllapping paraallel
semi-elliptical surfaace cracks.

To verrify the robu
ustness of th
he final FEM model deveeloped for th
his study, a sseries
of overlappin
ng parallel crack
c
cases are
a compareed with exissting solutio
ons from Kamaya
[1
14] and Nee
edham [20]. Kamaya pro
ovided SIF pprofiles alongg the crack front for vaarious
crrack overlap
pping distancces, S/a, at a fixed vertiical distancee, H/a, of 0.3
3 (Figure 2-7
7 (a)).
Results obtaiined using the
t author’ss FEM mod els are plottted againstt the Needh
ham’s
re
esults in Figu
ure 2-7 (b). As
A shown in the figure, FEM results for various crack interaaction
co
onfiguration
ns compare favorably with
w
Kamayaa and Need
dham. Thus,, the final mesh
design is foun
nd to be robust.
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(a) Results from Kamaya [144]

(b) Results from Needhham and the author
Figure 2-7 Comparison
n of normalized mode I SSIF along craack front forr two identiccal
parallel cracks for varying horizoontal separaations (S/a).

In thiis chapter, FEM mode
eling methood and som
me backgrou
und information
re
elated to th
he crack anaalysis in Abaaqus are disscussed. As the model is evolved from
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simple two dimensional model to advanced three dimensional model, result from each
model are compared with existing solution. The output from the final model is also
compared with Needham and Kamaya’s results. Good agreements between the
solutions are observed, and it is validated that the final FEM developed is robust and
suitable to be used for this study.
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CHA
APTER 3.

3.1

R
RESULTS

Syymmetric Crrack Shapes

SIF are obtained frrom Abaquss for variouss elliptical crrack shapes as a functio
on of
th
he parametrric angle, ߠ. The
T dimensiions of the ccrack are deffined in the ffigure below
w.

Figure 3-1 De
efinition of pparametric angle.

Since two cracks have identtical crack sshape, stresss profiles o
of the cracks are
equal in oppo
osite directio
on. Thus, re
esults for thee bottom craack are onlyy provided in
n this
se
ection. The SIF result obtained from
m the finitee element an
nalysis is no
ormalized aggainst
th
he thicknesss of the model to compare the SIF off different crrack shapes as
ܭூ

(3.1
1)

ߪξݐ
where
w
 is the appliied tensile stress andd t is thee thicknesss of the p
plate.
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3.1.1
1 Selection of Parallel C
Crack Configgurations
est cases use
ed for this re
esearch are expanded frrom the Neeedham’s [20
0] test
The te
caase for the
e semi-ellipttical crack shape (c/a ) of 0.9. PParameters for the paarallel
overlapped surface crackks used in this study are described in
n the figure b
below.

(a) Non overlapped (S > 0)

(b)
( Overlapp
ped (S < 0)

(c) Overlaapped (S < 0) cracks in 3D

Figure 3-2 Definittion of parallel overlappped semi-elliptical surfacce cracks.

Needh
ham’s studyy is focused on
o the casess where two
o cracks are overlapped over
sm
mall vertical distances. However, in order too investigatee the full eeffect of relative
distance betw
ween crackss, cases with
h wider rangge of crack sspacing are needed. Thee test
caases for thiss research are
a shown in Figure 3-33. The deveeloped test cases deals with
multiple
m
vertical separations (H/a) be
etween 0.3 aand 2 wheree horizontal separations (S/a)
are varied fro
om -2 to 2 fo
or four differrent crack shhapes (c/a = 0.7, 0.9, 1, aand 1.2).
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m
for symmetric parrallel overlap
pped surfacee cracks.
Figurre 3-3 Test matrix

Total of 268 mod
dels are devveloped for the identiccal parallel ccrack interaaction
sttudy. Few test
t
cases for
f c/a = 0.9 and 1 hhave identical crack geeometries to
o the
Needham’s
N
[20] and Kam
maya’s [14] test cases so that thee results obtained from
m this
sttudy can be compared with
w those previous studdies.

3.1.2 Mode I Stress Inntensity Factor
3.1.2.1 Effecct of the horrizontal sepaaration
Figure
e 3-4 below shows the normalizedd mode I SIFF, KI, profilee along the crack
frront of a sem
mi-elliptical surface
s
crack (c/a = 0.7) . The figure illustrates comparativelly the
behavior of KI for varyingg horizontal separations (S/a) at a fixed vertical separation (H/a)
of 0.3.
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Figure 3-4 No
ormalized mo
ode I SIF alo
ong the crackk front for vaarying horizo
ontal separaations
(S/a) at a fixed vertical separatio n (H/a) of 0..3 (c/a = 0.7)).

While
e vertical sep
paration between the crracks is fixed
d, normalized KI profile aalong
th
he crack fron
nt, which is varied
v
from -2 to 2, are plotted on tthe same figgure. As show
wn in
th
he figure ab
bove, SIF near inner craack tip (180°°) is amplified as the n
neighboring crack
approaches. The
T maximu
um KI is locatted around tthe inner craack tip beforre two crackks are
overlapped. Once
O
two cracks start to
o overlap (S < 0), the stress field of tthe bottom crack
iss shielded from the adjaacent crack, and the SIFF near the in
nner crack tip are decreased.
Due
D to the stress shieldin
ng effect, the
e location off the maxim
mum KI locatiion is also sh
hifted
along the crack front neaar the point where two ccrack fronts are interseccted. Top vieew of
tw
wo cracks’ re
elative posittion for vario
ous horizonttal separatio
ons is illustraated in Figurre 3-5.
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Figure 3-5 Top
T view of two
t interacting cracks w
with varying h
horizontal seeparation (SS/a).

As maajority of the
e cracks are overlapped (S/a  -1.7)), SIF near th
he inner cracck tip
sttarted to inccrease again
n as shieldingg effect of t he top crackk diminished
d. It is found
d that
th
he KI profile of the completely overrlapped craccks (S/a = -2)) is identicall to the proffile of
th
he isolated cracks (S/a = 2), but the
t SIFs for the compleetely overlaapped cracks are
sm
maller than the isolated
d cracks due
e to the shieelding effectt. KIs around
d the outer crack
tip remained almost the same as thaat of the isoolated crack as the horizzontal separration
between two
o cracks is varied.
Crack interaction behaviors for the diffferent verticcal distancees are plotteed in
Figure 3-6: H/a
H = 0.5, 0.9,
0 1.2, and
d 2. As thee vertical distance betw
ween two ccracks
in
ncreases, bo
oth stress am
mplification and shieldinng effects caaused by th
he adjacent crack
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are reduced. As shown in Figure 3-6(d), when the cracks are separated far apart, the KI
profiles are converged, and the effect of horizontal separation is minimal.

(d) H/a = 2

(cc) H/a = 1.2

Figure 3-6
6 Normalized mode
m
I SIF along crack front for varying horizonttal separations (S/a) at fixed veertical separatio
ons (H/a)
(c/a = 0.7).

(b) H/a = 0.9
9

(aa) H/a = 0.5
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3.1.2.2 Effecct of the verrtical separattion
When
n a crack is issolated from
m its adjacennt crack, (S/aa = 2), stresss field around the
crrack is not effected byy the presen
nce of the ssecond cracck regardlesss of the veertical
se
eparation. There
T
is no sign of stresss amplificatioon and shiellding effect where SIF profile
iss symmetric along the crrack front. Same results are obtaineed for all casses developeed for
th
he horizontaal separatio
ons of 2, and the magnnitude of KI are also id
dentical betw
ween
th
hese cases (FFigure 3-7).

Figure 3-7 Normalized
N
mode
m
I SIF allong the cracck front for vvarying vertical separatiions
(H/a) at a fixed horizo
ontal separa tion (S/a) off 2 (c/a = 0.7
7).

For th
he cases whe
ere two craccks are comppletely overllapped (S/a = -2), KI profile is
also symmettric along th
he crack fro
ont as show
wn in Figurre 3-8. How
wever, when
n the
adjacent cracck is located
d right on to
op of the boottom crackk, stress field of the craack is
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in
nterfered byy the second
d crack. The
e bottom crrack is undeer the stresss shielding eeffect
caaused by the adjacent crack,
c
and SIFs
S along thhe crack fron
nt are decreeased. The sstress
sh
hielding effe
ect is significant for the smallest
s
verttical separattion between the crackss (H/a
= 0.3): KI at th
he crack tipss are droppe
ed by 27% frrom the isollated crack’ss solution. SIF for
H/a
H of 0.3 is found to be the lowest among the five cases o
of the completely overlaapped
crrack geome
etry. As the
e vertical separation
s
between tw
wo cracks iincreases, sstress
sh
hielding effe
ect is reduced, and SIF profiles aree converged
d to the iso
olated crack’’s SIF
profile.

Figure 3-8 No
ormalized mo
ode I SIF along the crackk front for vaarying verticcal separatio
ons
(H
H/a) at a fixe
ed horizontaal separation
n (S/a) of -2 ((c/a = 0.7).

ofiles for a fiixed horizonntal separation (S/a) of --1 are plotteed for
Normalized KI pro
ve
ertical separrations betw
ween 0.3 and 2 in Figuree 3-9. Stresss amplificatiion and shieelding
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effects are observed as two cracks are overlapped, and these effects are more obvious
when cracks are located closer vertically. As shown in the figure, crack front regions
under the stress shielding effect are about the same when the horizontal spacing
between the cracks is the identical. It is also found that the stress amplification and
shielding effects are significant when the adjacent crack is closely located from the
bottom crack vertically. KI for H/a = 0.3 is reduced by 84% at the inner crack tip ( = 180°)
from that of the isolated case where KI for H/a = 2 is only reduced by 10%. Stress
amplification is observed for H/a = 0.3 and 0.5 only. For these cases, the location of the
maximum SIF is near two cracks’ overlapping point. When the vertical separation is
greater than 0.5, SIFs along the non-overlapped crack front region are about the same
as that of H/a = 2. As the vertical distance between the cracks increases, stress shielding
effect is decreased and the SIF profiles are converged to the isolated crack case.
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N
mode
m
I SIF allong the cracck front for vvarying vertical separatiions
Figure 3-9 Normalized
(H/a) at a fixed horizo
ontal separattion (S/a) of -1 (c/a = 0.7
7).

Normalized KI alo
ong crack fro
ont for varyinng vertical sseparations (H/a) are plo
otted
in
n Figure 3-10 for fixed horizontal separations (S/a) of 0.1,, -0.3, -0.7, and -1.5. Before
tw
wo cracks arre overlappe
ed (see Figure 3-10(a)), SIFs of the bottom cracck near the inner
crrack tip are amplified byy the presen
nce of the addjacent cracck: 15% for H
H/a = 0.3 an
nd 5%
fo
or H/a = 0.5. When two
o cracks are overlapped (s/a < 0), b
both stress aamplification
n and
sh
hielding beh
haviors are observed
o
in the plot. Foor all cases, tthese effectts are reduced as
th
he vertical se
eparation increases, and
d SIF profiless are converrged to the p
profile of iso
olated
crrack. Normaalized KI pro
ofiles for the crack shaapes of 0.9, 1, and 1.2 are provided in
Appendix
A
A.

(d) S/a = -1.5
5

(cc) S/a = -0.7

Figure 3-1
10 Normalized mode
m
I SIF alongg crack front for varying vertical separations (H
H/a) at fixed horrizontal separatiions (S/a)
(c/a = 0.7).

(b) S/a = - 0.3
3

(a) S/a = 0.1
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3.1.2.3 Variaation of the mode I stress intensity ffactor
Normalized mode
e I SIFs at in
nner and ouuter crack tips of the b
bottom crack are
plotted in Figure 3-11 for a bette
er understanding of th
he effect o
of the horizzontal
se
eparation. SIFs
S for the crack
c
shape (c/a) of 0.99 are presen
nted in this ssection since the
most
m test casses are developed for c//a of 0.9. Alsso, horizontaal separation
ns in the ran
nge of
-2
2  S/a  2 at vertical separation
s
of
o 0.3 are seelected becaause the streess shieldingg and
amplification effects are significant when
w
the disstance betweeen two craccks is close.

Figure 3-11 Normalized
d mode I SIF at inner andd outer crackk tips for varrying horizon
ntal
sep
parations (S/a) at a fixed vertical sepparation (H/aa) of 0.3 (c/aa = 0.9).

In Figure 3-11, it is clear thatt the inner ttip of the crrack is moree sensitive to
o the
crrack overlap
p than the outer cracck tip. The outer cracck tip does not experience
siignificant SIF variationss until S/a is smaller thhan -1.7. Ho
owever, thee inner cracck tip
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experienced both stress amplification and shielding effects while KI at the outer crack tip
remained about the same until majority of two cracks are overlapped. For both tips, KI
converges to that of isolated crack when the horizontal separation between two cracks
(S/a) is large. It is found that the KI is the highest just before the cracks overlap at the
inner crack tip. As two cracks overlap, SIF at the inner crack tip decreased dramatically
by 86% from that of isolated crack until more than half of the crack area (S/a > -1.5) is
overlapped. Once majority of the crack area is overlapped, KI is increased again and
converged to that of completely overlapped case. As shown in the previous section
(Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8), KI profile of S/a = -2 and 2 are symmetric along the crack
front. Thus, KI at the inner crack tip and outer crack tip for both s/a = -2 and 2 are the
same.
Variations of KI at inner and outer crack tips for various vertical separations are
plotted in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13. It is clear that SIFs are most sensitive for H/a =
0.3 and least sensitive for H/a = 2 among the results provided. Mode I interaction is
diminished and SIF profile is converged as the vertical separation is increased. For the
outer crack tip (see Figure 3-13), mode I interaction is not observed when cracks are
overlapped; and only small amount of mode I interactions are observed for S/a less than
0. Interestingly, stress amplification effects are observed for H/a of 0.3 and 0.5 where
S/a is between -1.2 and 0.3. When S/a is less than -1.2, stress shielding is effective for all
vertical separations.
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Figure
F
3-12 Variation
V
of normalized mode I SIF aat inner cracck tip (Ʌ ൌ ͳ
ͳͺͲιሻ for varrious
vertical separaations.

Figure 3-13
3 Variation of
o normalized
d mode I SIFF at outer craack tip (Ʌ ൌ Ͳιሻ for vario
ous
vertical separaations.
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In this chapter, variation of KI along the crack front is discussed for two parallel
symmetric surface cracks with various horizontal and vertical separation distances. It is
found that KI around inner crack tip is amplified as two parallel cracks approach to each
other. Then, once two cracks are overlapped, KI started to decrease due to the stress
shielding effects. These SIF variations are observed to be significant when vertical
separation distance between two cracks is small, and SIF profiles are converged as
vertical separation increases.

3.1.3 Mode II Stress Intensity Factor
Engineering structures are subjected to complex loading condition. Therefore,
crack growth under the mixed mode loading condition must be investigated especially
when interaction between cracks are existent. In this chapter, mode II stress intensity
factor (KII) is analyzed the same way as the mode I stress intensity factor (KI) in Chapter
3.1.1.

3.1.3.1 Effect of the horizontal separation
Figure 3-14 shows the normalized mode II SIF profile along the crack front of a
semi-surface crack (c/a = 0.7) over the range of -0.3  H/a  2 at S/a of 2. When the
horizontal distance between two cracks is greater than 0.3, mode II interaction between
the cracks are minimal. Especially when two cracks are isolated from each other (S/a =
2), KII is essentially zero, and the crack opening is purely under mode I. However, as the
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cracks approach each other, the crack front experiences mixed mode loading condition
near the inner tip: KII around inner crack tip decreases and becomes negative where
crack will be deflected in a positive direction due to a negative KII value (refer to Chapter
2.1.2). Then, KII near the inner crack tip starts to increase as about 1/3 of the crack
length is overlapped (S/a = - 0.7). When the half of the crack length is overlapped (S/a =
-1), KII around crack front overlapping point (~120°) also starts to increase and becomes
positive: crack propagation direction will be switched to a negative direction. As the
majority of the cracks are overlapped (S/a < -1.5), KII along the entire crack front
increases and becomes positive, and the SIF profiles are converged to the SIF profile of
completely overlapped crack configuration (S/a = -2). It is found that when two cracks
are completely overlapped, KII interaction is observed in the entire crack front area and
is symmetric along the crack front.
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3
Normaliized mode II SIF along thhe crack fron
nt for varying horizontal
Figure 3-14
sep
parations (S/a) at a fixed vertical sepparation (H/aa) of 0.3 (c/aa = 0.7).

In Figure 3-15, prrofiles of the
e normalizedd KII are plotted in the same way aas the
mode
m
I SIF ass shown in the previous chapter. Crrack interacttion behavio
ors for H/a o
of 0.5,
0.9, 1.2, and 2 are provvided. As th
he vertical ddistance bettween two ccracks increeases,
mode
m
II loading effect is diminished
d
and
a the KII profiles are converged to
o zero.

(d) H/a = 2

(cc) H/a = 1.5

Figure 3-15 Normalized mode
m
II SIF alongg crack front forr varying horizon
ntal separationss (S/a) at fixed vvertical separatiions (H/a)
(c/a = 0.7).

(b) H/a = 0.9
9

(aa) H/a = 0.5
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3.1.3.2 Effecct of the verrtical separattion
Normalized KII alo
ong the crack front at S/a of 2 forr various veertical separration
distances witthin the rangge of -0.3  H/a  2 are shown in Fiigure 3-16. W
When two ccracks
are isolated from
f
each other
o
(S/a = 2), KII is esssentially zero regardlesss of the veertical
se
eparation distance betw
ween two craacks, and moode II loadings are not o
observed.

Figure
F
3-16 Normalized
N
mode
m
II SIF along
a
the craack front forr varying verrtical separattions
(H/a) at a fixed horizo
ontal separa tion (S/a) off 2 (c/a = 0.7
7).

Normalized KII alo
ong crack fro
ont for varying vertical sseparations (H/a) are plo
otted
fo
or fixed horizontal sepaarations (S/aa) of 0.1, -0 .3, -1, and --1.5. It is sh
hown that th
he KII
in
nteraction begins
b
aroun
nd S/a = 0.1
1 and increaased its effeect as the o
overlap incrrease.
Therefore, plots for fourr horizontal separation ccases in which S/a is in the rage off -2 <
S//a  0.1 are included in Figure 3-17.
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Similar to KI interactions, KII interactions are more obvious when cracks are
located closer vertically. However, the effect of vertical separations on KII interactions is
not as significant as seen in KI interactions. For all cases, mode II loading effects are
reduced as the vertical separation increases, and SIF profiles are converged to the
profile of the isolated crack.

(d) S/a = -1.5
5

(c)
( S/a = - 1

Figure 3-17 Normalized mode
m
II SIF alongg crack front forr varying vertical separations (H
H/a) at fixed horrizontal separations (S/a)
(c/a = 0.7).

(b) S/a = - 0.3
3

(a) S/a = 0.1
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e 3-18 show
ws KII alongg the crackk front for various vertical separration
Figure
distances witthin the rangge of -0.3  H/a  2 at a fixed horizzontal separation of S/a = -2.
As
A shown in the
t figure. KII profiles are
e symmetricc along the ccrack front fo
or all cases w
when
tw
wo cracks are complete
ely overlapp
ped. As the vvertical separation betw
ween two ccracks
in
ncreases, mo
ode II loadin
ng effect dim
minishes, annd KII along the crack frront is conveerged
to
o zero.

Figure
F
3-18 Normalized
N
mode
m
II SIF along
a
the craack front forr varying verrtical separattions
(H/a) at a fixed horizo
ontal separattion (S/a) of -2 (c/a = 0.7
7).

3.1.3.3 Variaation of the mode II stre
ess intensity factor
The mode
m
II SIFs are
a extracte
ed from the models for the inner an
nd outer tipss and
plotted in Figgure 3-19. Th
he plot show
ws that KII of the inner tip
p begins to d
decrease at S/a =
0.3 and KII is minimum at
a S/a = -0.3
3. Then, it i ncreases ass the tips paass, and thee sign
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ch
hanges from
m negative to
o positive att S/a = -1.5. KII of the ou
uter tip with
hin the horizzontal
se
eparation raange of -1.5 < S/a  2 is essent ially zero, iindicating th
hat the mo
ode II
in
nteraction iss not introd
duced while the inner ccrack tips approach and then passs one
another. At the
t outer craack tip, the interaction begins wheen majority o
of the crackks are
overlapped (S/a 1.5). In other worrds, crack grows straigh
ht at the ou
uter crack tiip for
most
m
cases, and
a crack grrows in negaative directi on only wheen the innerr crack tip o
of the
adjacent cracck is near th
he outer tip of the bottoom crack. It is clear that the inner ttip of
th
he crack is more
m
sensitivve to the ove
erlap than thhe outer cracck tip.

Figure 3-19 Normalized mode II SIF at inner andd outer crack tips for varrying horizontal
sep
parations (S/a) at a fixed vertical sepparation (H/aa) of 0.3 (c/aa = 0.9).

Variattions of mo
ode II SIF at
a inner andd outer craack tips for various veertical
se
eparations are
a plotted in Figure 3-20 and Figuure 3-21. Sim
milar to mod
de I interacttions,
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mode
m
II interractions are most observved for H/a = 0.3 least o
observed fo
or H/a = 2. A
As the
ve
ertical separation distaance betwee
en the craccks is increaased, mode II interaction is
diminished an
nd KII profile
es are converged.

Figure
F
3-20 Variation
V
of normalized mode II SIF aat inner cracck tip (Ʌ ൌ ͳ
ͳͺͲιሻ for varrious
vertical separationss (c/a = 0.9).
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Figure
F
3-21 Variation
V
of normalized II SIF at outeer crack tip (Ʌ ൌ Ͳιሻ forr various verrtical
separationns.

Changges in KII alo
ong the crack front aree discussed for interactting two paarallel
syymmetric su
urface crackss when horizzontal and veertical separration distan
nces are variied. It
iss observed that KII is zerro when the
e cracks are isolated from each other. Magnitude of
KII around in
nner crack tip is increassed (sign off KII is negaative) as two parallel ccracks
approach to each
e
other. Then, magn
nitude of KII iis decreased
d where sign
n of KII is chaanged
frrom negative
e to positive
e as two cracks’ overlappping area in
ncreases. Mo
ode II interaaction
iss not as significant as seen in Mode I interactionn. However,, as sign of KII determinees the
direction of crack
c
growth
h path, variaation of KII ffor various ccrack configurations aree also
discussed in this
t chapter..
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3.1.3.4 Effecct of the crack depth
Figure 3-2
22 shows th
he normalize
ed mode I SSIF for four different crrack shapes over
vaarious vertical separations (0.3  H/a  2) for com
mpletely ovverlapped crack
co
onfiguration
n (s/a = -2). The
T length of
o the cracks, a, are the ssame as 10, but the dep
pth of
crracks, c, are different ass 7, 9, 10, an
nd 12. SIF soolutions for two parallell thru-wall ccracks
frrom Murakami’s Stress Intensity
I
Facctors Handb ook [18] aree also plotted in the figu
ure to
find the effecct of the craack depth in
n mode I craack interactions. As sho
own in the ffigure
below, SIF in
ncreases and
d convergess to thru-w all crack results as thee depth of crack
deepens regaardless of the
e vertical separation disstance.

Figure 3-2
22 Normalize
ed mode I SIIF for differeent crack dep
pths with vaarious verticaal
separattions at a fixe
ed horizontaal separation
n (S/a = -2).
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In Figu
ure 3-23, variations of mode
m
I SIF oover the rangge of -2  S//a  2 at veertical
se
eparation off 0.3 for fourr crack shapes are plotteed. As show
wn in the figu
ure, similar m
mode
I crack interaaction behavviors are ob
bserved for all crack sh
hapes: c/a = 0.9, 1, and
d 1.2.
Magnitudes
M
of
o the SIFs are
a increase
ed as the sizze of the craack is increaased as expeected
where
w
similar SIF profiles are found for all cracck shapes. Itt is shown that the effeect of
crrack depth on
o mode I interaction is greater befoore two craccks are overlapped (S/a > 0).

Figure 3-2
23 Normalize
ed mode I SIF for two iddentical paraallel cracks w
with various crack
de
epths 1.2 at a fixed vertiical separation of 0.3.

3.1..4 Polynom
mial Fits
In orrder to intterpolate between thee obtained
d results, rrelationshipss for
normalized KI and KII with
w
respectt to the hoorizontal seeparation (SS/a) and veertical
se
eparation (H
H/a) at the in
nner tip are determinedd for the cracck shapes (cc/a) of 0.7, 0
0.9, 1,
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and 1.2. Figure 3-24 Curve fit for the normalized mode I SIF with varying horizontal
distance (S/a) at a fixed vertical distance (H/a) for c/a = 0.7, 0.9, 1, and 1.2 and Figure
3-25 show the fitted polynomials of normalized KI and KII at fixed vertical separations
within the range of 0.3  H/a  2 for each crack shape.

(d) c/a = 1.2

(c) c/a = 1

4 Curve fit for the normalized mode I SIF with varying
v
horizonttal distance (S/aa) at a fixed verttical distance (H
H/a) for c/a
Figure 3-24
= 0..7, 0.9, 1, and 1.2.

(b) c/a = 0.9

(a) c/a = 0.7
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As seen in Figure 3-12 in chapter 3.1.2.3 and Figure 3-20 in chapter 3.1.3.3, SIF
variations are irregular over the range of -2  S/a  2, it is not possible to obtain good
regression line over the entire range. Thus, horizontal separation range is divided into
two separate regions:
• KI :

െʹ  Ȁ  ͲǤ͵ Ƭ ͲǤ͵ ൏ Ȁ  ʹ for all crack shapes

• KII :

െʹ  Ȁ  ͲǤͳ Ƭ ͲǤͳ ൏ Ȁ  ʹ for c/a = 0.7, 0.9, 1
൜
െʹ  Ȁ  ͲǤ͵ Ƭ ͲǤ͵ ൏ Ȁ  ʹ for c/a = 1.2

The difference between the FEM results and the resulting curve fit solutions are less
than 1 percent for all cases. Coefficients of the polynomial fits and coefficient of
determination, r2, of the regression lines for normalized KI and KII determined for each
region are listed in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2, respectively. As an example, polynomial
equation of normalized KI value for c/a = 0.9 and H/a = 2 over the range of െʹ  Ȁ 
ʹ is reconstructed using the coefficients listed in Table 3-1:
ܵ ଷ
ܵ ଶ
ܵ
ܭூ ൌ െͲǤͲͲͻͶ ൬ ൰ െ ͲǤͲͲͲͺ ൬ ൰  ͲǤͲͶͷʹ ൬ ൰  ͲǤͶͻʹͳ
ܽ
ܽ
ܽ

for െʹ    ͲǤ͵

ܵ ଷ
ܵ ଶ
ܵ
ܭூ ൌ െͲǤͲͲͲͷ ൬ ൰ െ ͲǤͲͳͲ͵ ൬ ൰  ͲǤͲ͵ͷ͵ ൬ ൰  ͲǤͶͻͶͻ
ܽ
ܽ
ܽ

for ͲǤ͵ ൏   ʹ

ௌ

ௌ

Normalized KI value for the horizontal distance (S/a) of -1.5 can be calculated as 0.4542
from the equation provided above.

c/a = 0.9

c/a = 0.7

4

4

5

0.0177

0.0072

2

0.3

0.5

0.9

0.9994

0.4239

0.0894
0.9978

0.4249

0.0594
0.9978

0.4249

1

0.5476

0.9998

0.5832
0.9993

0.5353

0.3348
0.9999

0.4993

0.1705

0.9995

0.4906

0.1250

0.9994

0.4885

0.0845

1

0.5083

1

0.4512

0.2022

0.9969

0.4921

1

0.6623

2

0.0063 0.0003

1.5

0.0118

1

0.441

0.0287

1

0.0072 -0.0005

1

0.4326 0.4383

0.0341 0.0095

1

0.6148

1

0.5008

1

0.4994

0.0708

1

1

0.4930 0.4949

0.0608 0.0353

0.1078 -0.0769 -0.0532 -0.0377 -0.0103
0.0452 -0.2875 -0.1653 0.0946

-0.9343 -0.4509 -0.2332 -0.1041 -0.0494 -0.0008

0.0053

1.2

0.0672 -0.0155 -0.0224 -0.0255 -0.0024

0.0594 -0.1996 -0.1045 0.0178

0.1358

-2.3440 -0.6567 -0.2528 -0.1288 -0.0670 -0.0094 -0.0468 -0.0242 0.0175

C

r

0.9993

0.4270

0.1411

-1.9205 -0.2910 -0.0520 -0.0264 -0.0129

0.5803

2

1

0.4472

0.2928

-0.6878 -0.0541

-0.0835

1

x

x

2

x3

x

x

x

0.0177

0.0072

1.5

-0.7298 -0.3786 -0.1297 -0.0413 -0.0228 -0.0228

0.4763

6

0.0543

0.0185

1.2

0.3 < S/a  2

-1.7561 -0.5993 -0.1151 -0.0038 -0.0173 -0.0173 -0.0301 -0.0148 0.0033

C

r

0.9

-1.2943 -0.2774 0.0171

0.4919

2

0.5

-0.3914 -0.0513 0.0141

-0.0329

x

x

2

x3

x

x

5

x6

0.3

-2  S/a  0.3

H/a

Table 3-1 Coefficients of the polynomial fits and r2 of normalized KI for varying horizontal distance (S/a) between cracks at fixed
vertical distances (H/a). Variable x in the table represents the horizontal distance (S/a).
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c/a = 1.2

c/a = 1

6

0.0286

1

0.1719

0.1380

0.0819

0.0149

0.9986

0.5152

0.0937

r

1

0.9999

0.6458
1

0.5798

1

0.5613

1

0.5547

0.0517 -0.0612

0.9876

0.6967

0.9983

0.6420

0.9982

0.5579

0.2536

1

0.5571

1

0.7949

0.0173

1.2

2

0.9988

0.0177 0.0120

1

0.5122 0.5189

0.0919 0.0460

-0.0673 -0.0219

0.0155 0.0034

1.5

1

0.7322

1

0.6132

1

0.5733

0.0944

1

1

0.5602 0.5556

0.0964 0.0763

0.1337 -0.0443 -0.0752 -0.0740 -0.0518
0.0577 -0.3836 -0.2227 0.0370

0.7145

2

0.1039

C

0.1443

0.9

0.0225 -0.0554 -0.0278 0.0112

0.0880

0.0553

0.0109

0.9937

0.5197

0.6100

0.2045

0.5

0.0526 -0.2742 -0.1229 0.0480

-0.0715 -0.0283 0.1751

x

0.3854

0.3

0.3 < S/a  2

-0.0916 -0.0422 -0.0374 -0.0064 0.0179

-2.5215 -0.9241 -0.0867 -0.0116 0.0224

-1.5770 -0.4237 0.2142

0.1065

0.0194

2

-0.0194 -0.0094

1.5

-1.2696 -0.6265 -0.2264 -0.1171 -0.0542 -0.0190

3

0.0051

0.9998

0.5324

-0.3458 -0.0664 0.1486

0.9998

0.5808

1.2

H/a

x2

x

x

4

x5

x

r

0.6340

2

0.2039

C

0.3855

0.6156

x

-2.6347 -1.0872 -0.2433

-2.1553 -0.8346 -0.0488

-0.7730 -0.3357

0.9

-1.0701 -0.5489 -0.2147

3

4

-0.0946 -0.0515

0.5

-2  S/a  0.3

x2

x

x

x

5

x6

0.3

Table 3-1 Continued.
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(d) c/a = 1.2

(c) c/a = 1

e normalized mode II SIF with varying
v
horizonttal distance (S/aa) at a fixed verttical distance (H
H/a) for c/a
Figure 3-25 Curve fit for the
= 0..7, 0.9, 1, and 1.2.

(b) c/a = 0.9

(a) c/a = 0.7
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c/a = 0.9

c/a = 0.7

4

0.9
0.0356

0.3
0.0151

0.5

0.9

4

5

6

1

1

1

0.9977

0.3089

0.0655

0.0138 -0.0023

1.5

2

0.9946

r

0.9981

0.9993

0.9971

0.9998

0.1020

0.0301

0.9995

0.0793

0.0079

0.9697

0.0309

1

0.1432

1

0.5996

0.9997

0.1539

1

0.0755

0.9987 0.9989

0.0471 0.0125

0.0333 -0.1241 -1.3498 -0.1085 -0.0203 -0.0161 0.0070

0.0247 -0.0109 0.0015 -0.0037

0.9951 0.9888

0.0206 0.0141

-0.0923 -0.0972 -0.0742 -0.0583 -0.0450 -0.0322 -0.0548 -0.1098 -0.0714 -0.0552 -0.0421 -0.0257

2

0.1739

0.0807

1.5720

0.0045

0.9079

0.0746

C

0.3443

0.2075

0.0415

0.9978

0.1367

0.5032

0.1435

0.3271

-0.0434

1

-0.0042 -0.9975

1

0.0475 0.28430 0.2816

0.0478 -0.5507 -0.4250 -0.1402 -0.0552 0.0013 -0.0026

-2.2642 -0.9824 -0.4727 -0.2574 -0.2568 0.0032

-3.3663 -1.5265 -0.6711 -0.2886 -0.2918

-1.8133 -0.8428 -0.3619 -0.1282 -0.1291

-0.3386 -0.1623 -0.0701 -0.0216 -0.0208

1

0.0652

0.0571

0.5033

1.2

x

x

2

x3

x

x

x

r

0.1012

0.3284

0.5722 -0.0260 -0.0060

0.5649 -0.0164 -0.0072 -0.2171 -0.1092 -0.0114

2

-0.0987 -0.0846 -0.0591 -0.0472 -0.0317 -0.0212 -0.0577 -0.0724 -0.0539 -0.0367 -0.0264 -0.0176

2

0.1421

0.3201

0.4245

0.3997

1.5

C

0.3004

0.5990

0.3719

0.0181

0.2533

0.0406

1.2

0.5002

1.3249

1.1208

0.2459

-0.1306 -0.0923 0.1757

-0.0513 -0.0302 0.0267

0.5

0.1 < S/a  2

x

x

2

x3

x

x

5

x6

0.3

-2  S/a  0.1

H/a

Table 3-2 Coefficients of the polynomial fits and r2 of normalized KII for varying horizontal distance (S/a) between cracks at fixed
vertical distances (H/a). Variable x in the table represents the horizontal distance (S/a).
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c/a = 1.2

c/a = 1

4

5

0.5

0.9

4

5

6

0.9997

0.9990

2

0.0461

r

0.9975

0.9998

0.9996

0.998

0.1068

0.1295

0.3921

0.0764

0.9954

0.9846

1

0.9999

0.9993 0.9963

-0.0511 -0.0318

0.0825 0.0350

-0.1107 -0.0447

0.0633 0.0243

0.0331

1

0.0206

1

0.0170

1

0.0619

1

1

1

0.0306 -0.0078 -0.0024

0.0205 -0.0098 -0.0076 -0.0196 -0.0052 0.0088 0.0059

0.9941 -0.0092

0.0763

0.0836

0.9796

-0.0472 -0.0296 -0.0552 -0.0987 -0.0724

0.0676

2

-0.0123 -0.0047

1.5

-0.1245 -0.1334 -0.1083 -0.0900 -0.0753 -0.0539 -0.0183 -0.0234 -0.0641 -0.0572 -0.0419 -0.0418

2

0.1644

0.1028

0.6210 -0.0256

1.2

C

0.3761

0.1452

0.9

0.5922

0.3493

0.0434

0.5

-0.2275 -0.2620 -0.1419 -0.7079 -0.0118

-0.9251 -0.9765 0.0645

-2.2558 -0.6799 -0.0759 -0.0553 -0.0372 -0.0523

0.3187

0.3

0.1 < S/a  2 for c/a = 1
0.3 < S/a  2 for c/a = 1.2

-1.0483 -1.1295 -0.0106 -0.2643 0.0092

-0.5084 -0.5571

-0.0905 -0.0999

1.5

-3.5069 -1.1823 -0.0440 -0.0324 -0.0242 -0.0236

-1.9106 -0.6734

-0.3585 -0.1329

0.9990

1.2

H/a

x

x

2

x3

x

x

x

r

-0.1205 -0.1086 -0.0788

2

0.1641

C

0.3880

0.4437 -0.1272

-0.929

0.6506

1.2554

0.0410 -0.4896

-1.2745 -1.0434 -1.0595

-0.9414 -0.6243 -0.5088

-0.2018 -0.1254 -0.0907

0.3

-2  S/a  0.1 for c/a = 1
-2  S/a  0.3 for c/a = 1.2

x

x

2

x3

x

x

x

6

Table 3-2 Continued.
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3.1.5 Crack Propagation Angle
Changes in crack propagation angle with respect to horizontal and vertical
separation distance are discussed in this chapter. As discussed in Chapter 2.1.2, crack
propagation angle can be calculated from KI and KII. From the fitted equations of KI and
KII determined in the previous chapter (Chapter 3.1.4) and equations 2.6 and 2.7, crack
propagation angles of c/a = 0.7 at the inner tip over the ranges of -2  S/a  2 are
calculated for H/a = 0.3, 0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5. The calculated results are plotted in Figure
3-26. In Figure 3-26(a), change in KII/KI ratio is illustrated as a function of the relative
location between two cracks. The ratio can be used to calculate a crack propagation
direction so that the crack growth path, positive, straight, or negative, at crack tips can
be estimated. As discussed in Chapter 2.1.2, when crack is under pure mode I loading,
the crack grows in straight direction ( = 0 when KII/KI =0). However, when mode II
loading is introduced as two cracks approach each other, mixed-mode loading condition
is applied to the crack tips, and the tips start to twist in either positive (counterclockwise:
 > 0 when KII/KI < 0) or negative (clockwise:  < 0 when KII/KI > 0) direction as they grow.
As discussed in the previous chapters, SIFs variations are strongly dependent on
the relative separation distance between the cracks. The magnitude of the KII/KI ratio is
affected by KI while the shape of the ratio changes is similar to that of KII. KII/KI ratio
significantly decreases as the adjacent cracks approach and then passes the inner crack
tip. In this region, cracks will propagate in a convergent path: crack tips are twisted
toward each other and crack deviation angle  is increased. While two cracks are
overlapping, the magnitude of KII/KI ratio reaches its maximum, and then decreases until
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S/a  -1/5. At around S/a = -1/5, the sign of the ratio changes from negative to positive,
which crack propagation angle  is converted from positive (counterclockwise) to
negative (clockwise) direction. The magnitude of the ratio increases until it decreases
again as two cracks are completely overlapped. As the crack deviation angles are
obtained from the relationship between KI and KII by applying equation 2.6 or 2.7, the
changes in the magnitude of the KII/KI ratio over the crack’s relative location are also
reflected in Figure 3-26(b). Almost same trends are observed for other crack shapes (c/a
= 0.9, 1, and 1.2), and thus, the crack propagation angle plots for c/a = 0.7 are only
included in this paper.
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(a) Change in the KII/KI ratio (Equation 2.5)

(b) Change
e in the crack propagatioon angle  (Equation 2.7
7).
wth at the innner crack tip
p under mixeed mode I an
nd II
Figure 3-26 Direction off crack grow
s
at fixed verttical distancces (c/a = 0.7
7).
conditionss for variouss horizontal separations
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3.2

Non
n-symmetric Crack Shapees

hapter, interraction of th
he two craccks with non
n-symmetricc crack shap
pes is
In this ch
sttudied. Two different types of non-ssymmetric crack shapes are chosen as follows:
1. Type I: semi-circu
ular shape ve
ersus semi-eelliptical shape with various crack deepths
(Figurre 3-27)
2. Type II: semi-circular shape
e versus seemi-ellipticall shape witth various crack
length
hs (Figure 3-28)
For both types,
t
shape
e of the cracck#1 is fixedd as semi-circcular with crack length of 2a
(a
a = 10). As sh
hown in Figu
ure 3-27, len
ngth of the ccrack#2 is alsso fixed as 2
2a while dep
pth of
th
he crack (c2) is varied from 3 to 10
0 for type I crack shapees. Four diffferent crackks are
ch
hosen to stu
udy the effe
ect of crack depth on thhe interactio
on of two crracks. For tyype II
crrack shapes, depth of the
t crack#2
2 (c2) is fixedd as 5 (c2 = 0.5a1) while length o
of the
crrack#2 (a2) is varied from 2.5 to 12. Five crackss shapes aree selected to
o study the eeffect
of crack lengtth on the intteraction of two cracks.

Figure
F
3-27 Type
T
I non-ssymmetric crrack shape: vvariation of crack depth
h (c2/a = 0.3, 0.5,
0.7, 1).
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Figure
F
3-28 Type
T
II non-ssymmetric crack
c
shape ttype II: variaation of crack length (a2//a1 =
0.25, 0.5
5, 0.7, 1, 1.2,, c2 = 0.5a1)..

The te
est cases ussed for the non-symmeetric crack sstudy are sim
milar to thee test
caases selected for the symmetric craack study annd are shown
n in the figu
ure below (FFigure
3-29). Selecte
ed test casess also deal with
w multiplee vertical seeparations (H
H/a) betweeen 0.3
and 2 where
e horizontal separationss (S/a) are vvaried from -2 to 2 for all crack sh
hapes
caategorized under
u
type I and type II crack
c
cases.

Figure 3-29
3
Test maatrix for non-symmetric parallel oveerlapped surfface cracks.
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From Chapter 3.1, it is found that stress field interference is significantly
observed when the vertical distance between two cracks are small. Therefore, only the
stress profiles from the crack interaction cases at vertical separation (H/a) of 0.3 are
presented in this Chapter.

3.2.1 Effect of the crack depth (Type I)
Effect of the neighboring crack’s depth is studied by observing the changes in SIF
profile of crack #1 when the depth of crack#2 is varied. First, mode I SIF profiles of
isolated crack cases (S/a = 2) are considered. In Figure 3-30, KI profiles along the crack
front of crack #1 are plotted for Type I cracks (c2/a = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1). As discussed in
Chapter 3.1.1, SIF profile of the crack is symmetric along the crack front, and the profile
is identical regardless of the vertical separation distance or the neighboring crack’s
shape.
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Figure 3-30
0 Normalized
d mode I SIFF along the ccrack front of crack#1 for varying craack
depth (c2/a) (S/a = 2 &H/a = 0.3)).

Howe
ever, as two cracks appro
oach each other, KI proffiles are obtaained differeently.
As
A expected, stress amplifications arre observed near the inn
ner crack tip
p of crack #1
1 ( =
180°), and th
he magnitud
de of the amplification
a
n is increaseed as the d
depth of craack#2
deepened. Figure 3-31 sh
hows KI proffiles of crackk#1 when tw
wo cracks arre closely loccated
(SS/a = 0.1) att a vertical separation
s
distance
d
of 00.3. Stress aaround the o
outer crack tip is
id
dentical for all
a crack shaapes; stress around
a
the iinner crack ttip is varied according to the
crrack depth. At the innerr crack tip, stress is highhest for c2/a = 1 and is cconverged to
o c2/a
= 0.3 as the depth
d
of cracck#2 decreases. Also, st ress profile is symmetric along the crack
frront for c2/a = 0.3 case. From these observationns, it is found
d that the stress interferrence
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frrom the neigghboring craack is negligible when c2/a is less thaan 0.3 even if two crackks are
lo
ocated closely located ho
orizontally and
a verticallyy.

Figure 3-31
1 Normalized
d mode I SIFF along the ccrack front of crack#1 for varying craack
depth (c2/a)
/ (S/a = 0.11 &H/a = 0.33).

Figure
e 3-32 illustrates two in
nteracting c racks with n
non-symmettric crack sh
hapes
w horizonttal separatio
on distance oof -1.5 vieweed from the top. Crack ffronts
overlapped with
are intersecte
ed at about  = 165° forr c2/a = 0.3;  = 150° forr c2/a = 0.5;  = 135° forr c2/a
= 0.7;  = 10
05° for c2/a = 1. As show
wn in the figgure, size off the overlapped crack front
area are redu
uced and loccation of tw
wo crack fronnt’s interseccting point sshifts toward
d the
crrack#1’s inner crack tip ( = 180°) as the depth of crack#2 d
decreases. D
Due to these facts,
sttress field off crack#1 is interrupted at differentt crack frontt areas for eeach crack sshape
tyype (c2/a) off 0.3, 0.5, 0.7
7, and 1.
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(a) c2/a = 1

(b) c2/a = 00.7

(c) c2/a = 00.5

(d) c2/a = 00.3
ped cracks w
with non-sym
mmetric cracck shapes at fixed
Figure 3-32 Top view of two overlapp
horizontal separationn (S/a) of -1.55.

In Figgure 3-33, KI profiles of
o crack #1 are plotteed for which
h the horizzontal
eparation diistance betw
ween two cracks is -1.5. As shown iin Figure 3-3
31, stress arround
se
th
he outer craack tip is identical for alll crack shapes. However, stress shieelding is in eeffect
near inner crrack tip for all crack caases. When the depth of the neigghboring craack is
vaaried while the
t length iss fixed, overrlapping cracck front areaa is increaseed as the dep
pth is
deepened. Frrom the figure below, it is observed that crack ffront area in which two crack
frronts are ovverlapped iss affected by the shieldding effect aand stress ffor this regiion is
decreased. In
n addition, stress shieldiing effect beecomes morre significantt as the dep
pth of
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eases: largesst SIF decre
ease over thhe widest raange of crack front anggle is
crrack#2 incre
observed for c2/a = 1 case.

Figure 3-33
3 Normalized
d mode I SIFF along the ccrack front of crack#1 for varying craack
depth (c2/a)
/ (S/a = -1.55 &H/a = 0.33).

Now, KI profiles where two cracks are completelyy overlapped (S/a = -2
2) are
plotted in Figgure 3-34. SIF
S profiles are symmeetric along tthe crack frront for all crack
sh
hapes as shown in the previous ch
hapters. How
wever, KI prrofiles show different trrends
frrom previou
us KI profile figures.
f
In the figure, only the proffile of c2/a = 1 shows similar
trrend observved before: SIF profile is similar tto that of isolated crack’s profile AND
magnitude
m
off KI along the
e crack frontt are lower tthan that off isolated craack’s KI. From
m the
plot, it is foun
nd that stresss shielding is only effecctive near th
he crack tipss ( = 0, 180
0°) for
Tyype I crackss. Even thou
ugh the lenggths of two cracks are the same, tthe depth o
of the
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of crack#1. TThus,
crrack shapes of c2/a = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are shallower than the depth o
crrack fronts are
a partially overlapped
d around thee inner and outer crackk tips, and only KI
around these
e tips are decreased from
m the stresss shielding. N
Near the craack tips, effeect of
th
he stress shielding is inccreased as th
he depth of crack#2 deeepens, and SSIFs converged to
th
hat of c2/a = 1.

Figure 3-34
4 Normalized
d mode I SIFF along the ccrack front of crack#1 for varying craack
depth (c2/a) (S/a = -22 &H/a = 0.3)).

In this chapter, effects of the neighboring cracck’s relativee depth on
n the
in
nteraction off two crackss are discusssed. It is see n that stress amplification and shieelding
efffects are stronger when
n the depth of the seconnd crack is d
deeper. On tthe other hand, if
th
he depth of neighboringg crack is sh
hallow (i.e. c 2/a  0.3), stress interfference from
m the
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adjacent is found to be negligible. Also, it is observed that the crack front region which is
under the stress shielding effect is shifted along two cracks’ overlapping point.

3.2.2 Effect of the crack length (Type II)
In this chapter, effect of the neighboring crack’s length is studied using the SIF
profiles obtained for Type II crack interactions. First, mode I SIF profiles of crack#1 for
overlapped distance of -1.5 are considered for Type II cracks. Top view of Type II crack
shapes at horizontal separation distance of -1.5 are illustrated in Figure 3-35 below.
Depth of crack#2, c2, is fixed as the half crack length of crack#1 (c2/a1 = 0.5), and length
of crack#2, a2, is varied (a2/a1 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.7, 1, and 1.2). As shown in the figure, size of
crack#2 for cases (a), (b), and (c) are smaller than crack #1, and thus, crack fronts of two
cracks are not intersected when S/a = -1.5. Only the crack fronts for cases (d) and (e) are
intersected at  = 150°.
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(a) a2/a1 = 0.25

(b) a2/a1 = 0.5

(c) a2/a1 = 0.7

(d) a2/a1 = 1

(e) a2/a1 = 1.2
ped cracks w
with non-sym
mmetric cracck shapes at fixed
Figure 3-35 Top view of two overlapp
horizontal separration (S/a) of -1.5 (c2/aa1 = 0.5).

KI pro
ofiles of cracck#1 at S/a = -1.5 are pllotted in thee figure belo
ow (Figure 3
3-36).
differs
Similar to Tyype I crack interactionss, trend in KI profile along the crrack front d
pes depending on whetther the craack fronts of two crackks are
between the crack shap
ntersected or
o not. When
n cracks fronts are inte rsected as sshown in Figgure 3-35 (d) and
in
(e
e), stress fielld of crack#1
1 is interfere
ed by the preesence of crrack #2, and KI near the inner
crrack tip decrreased signifficantly due to the stress shielding eeffect. Howeever, for casees (a)
and (b), crackk#2 is locate
ed inside of crack#1’s crrack front arrea. Since crrack fronts o
of the
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ot intersected, stress intterference iss not occurreed between the crack and KI
crracks are no
profile is foun
nd to be sym
mmetric alon
ng the crackk front. Littlee interference is observved at
th
he inner crack tip for a2/a1 = 0.7 caase. This happpened becaause even though crackk#2 is
sm
maller than crack #1 and
d is located within
w
crackk#1’s crack frront, the outter tip of craack#2
iss closely located from the
t inner crack tip of ccrack#1 and caused inteerference on
n the
sttress field.

Figure 3-36
6 Normalized
d mode I SIFF along the ccrack front of crack#1 for varying craack
length
h (a2/a1) at a fixed horizo
ontal separaation distancce of -1.5 (H
H/a = 0.3).

KI pro
ofiles for Typ
pe II cracks are
a plotted ffor horizontaal separation
n distance w
within
th
he range of -1.9  S/a  0.1 in Figure
e 3-37. In thhe figure, changes in thee stress proffile of
crrack#1 can be
b observed. Same as th
he other typpes of crack interactionss discussed in the
previous chaapters, stresss filed of crack#1 is not affecteed by the presence off the
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neighboring crack regardless of its size and vertical location: stress profile is symmetric
along the crack front, and the profile is identical for all Type II crack shapes. Therefore,
KI plot at S/a = 2 is omitted in this chapter.

(d) S/a = -1.9
9

(cc) S/a = -0.7

7 Normalized mode
m
I SIF of cracck#1 along crack front for varyiing crack lengthh (a2/a1) at vario
ous horizontal separation
Figure 3-37
disttances (H/a = 0.3).

(b) S/a = -0.3
3

(a) S/a = 0.1
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As crack#2 approaches to crack#1 (see Figure 3-37(a)), stress near the inner
crack tip is increased about 3% for a2/a1 = 0.5, 0.7, 1, and 1.2 and 1% for a2/a1 = 0.25.
Compare to other crack interaction cases observed before, stress interference is
detected to be minimal when two cracks are not overlapped (Note that the depth of
crack#2 is fixed as half of crack#1’s crack length). It is found that the amount of stress
amplification does not differ when the length of crack#2 (crack length ratio, a2/a1) is in
between 0.5 and 1.2. For a2/a1 = 0.25, almost no stress amplification (less than 1%) is
occurred at S/a = 0.1, and thus, it is concluded that when two cracks are not overlapped,
influence from the neighboring crack is even negligible if a2/a1 is less than 0.25.
Figure 3-37(b) shows KI profiles for overlapped cracks with a horizontal
separation distance of -0.3 are illustrated. Similar to the previous crack interactions,
both stress shielding and amplification effects are observed when two cracks are
overlapped (S/a < 0). Stress near the inner crack tip is amplified, but the locations of the
highest KI are shifted to

= 150° to 155° except a2/a1 = 0.25: stress amplification effect

is not observed for a2/a1 = 0.25 case regardless of the horizontal separation distance
(refer to Figure 3-36, Figure 3-37, and Figure 3-38). Also, KI profiles of crack#1 beyond
the crack intersection angle, in which the cracks are overlapped, are reduced due to
stress shielding for all crack cases. When S/a is reduced from -0.3 to -0.7, crack
overlapping area is increased, and thus, stress shielding effect from the crack
interactions is enhanced. As a result, KI near the inner crack tip decreased even more
(Figure 3-38(c)).
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When crack#2 is approached near the outer crack tip of crack#1 (S/a = -1.9),
interference on the stress field is caused by crack #2, and KI around the outer crack tip is
decreased by 10% or less (Figure 3-38) from that of the isolated crack. On the other
hand, stress shielding effect near the inner crack tip of crack#1 is 1) not existent for
a2/a1 = 0.25 and 0.5 cases since crack#2 is located far from the inner crack tip and 2)
reduced for a2/a1 = 1 and 1.2 cases as the overlapping area between two cracks are
decreased.
Figure 3-38 illustrates the KI profiles of completely overlapped cases (S/a = -2).
Except a2/a1 = 1 case, SIF profiles of Type II cases at S/a = -2 is not symmetric along the
crack front as shown in other crack interaction cases. In previous chapters, the length of
the cracks is the same for both cracks whether the shape of two interacting cracks is
identical (Chapter 3.1) or not (Chapter 3.2.1). Consequently, stress interference
behavior at both inner and outer crack tips is obtained to be identical. However, for type
II crack interactions, only a2/a1 = 1 case has the same crack length, which produced
symmetric KI profile along the crack front. Normalized KI near the outer crack tip ( = 0°)
is decreased about 15% to 20% from that of the isolated crack. The behavior of mode I
interaction near the inner crack tip ( = 180°) for a2/a1 = 0.25 and 0.5 cases are found to
be identical to the trend shown for S/a = -1.9 (Figure 3-38(c)): no stress shielding effect.
Stress shielding is observed for a2/a1 = 1 and 1.2 cases, but the effect from the shielding
is reduced, and KI is increased from that of S/a = -1.9 case since the crack front
overlapping area is 1) diminished for a2/a1 = 1 case and 2) reduced for a2/a1 = 1.2.
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Figure 3-38 Normalized
N
mode
m
I SIF along the cracck front of crack#1 for varying crackk
le
ength (a2/a1) at a fixed horizontal
h
se
eparation disstance of -1.5 (H/a = 0.3
3).

In Figu
ure 3-37 and
d Figure 3-38
8, it is obserrved that strress transitio
on point betw
ween
amplification and shieldiing occurs around
a
two cracks’ inteersection po
oint. As show
wn in
th
he figure below (Figure 3-39), for Tyype II crack iinteractionss, depth of crack#2 is fixed as
c2/a1 = 0.5. Ass a result, th
he minimum angle of craack front intersection is obtained ass 150°
exxcept when
n two crackss are complletely overlaapped (S/a = -2). Thereefore, for all S/a
caases shown in Figure 3--37, stress amplification
a
n and shield
ding is signifficantly obseerved
around 150° and
a higher.
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Figure 3-39
9 Minimum angle of crack front inteersection forr Type II cracck interactio
ons
when the horizontaal separation
n distance (SS/a) is greateer than -2 (cc2/a1 = 0.5).

From the Type II crack
c
study, it is found tthat the stress variation from varyin
ng the
le
ength of the neighboringg crack is minimal. In adddition, wheen crack fron
nts of two ccracks
are not intersected even
n though the
e cracks are overlapped
d (i.e. Figuree 3-35 (a)), sstress
in
nterference is not obse
erved betwe
een the cracck. Similar p
patterns of SIF variation
n are
observed for all crack len
ngths except a2/a1 = 0.255.
In thiss chapter, efffects of the adjacent craack’s relativve depth and
d length on m
mode
I interaction of two paarallel surfacce cracks aare investigaated. Howeever, as mo
ode II
in
nteraction iss not as siggnificant as mode I intteraction (o
only small aamount of sstress
sh
hielding and
d amplification are obse
erved), and SIF variation
n similar to symmetric crack
sttudy is observed. Thereffore, plots of
o mode II SIIF profiles along the craack front for nonsyymmetric crrack shapess are omitte
ed from thiis paper. However, coefficients of the
polynomial fits for both KI and KII fro
om Type I annd Type II craack shapes aare provided
d as a
taable in Appe
endix B.
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3.3

Crack Growth Simulations and Comparisons with Previous Experimental Results
As discussed in Chapter 1.2, previous studies have investigated the changes in a

shape of surface crack contained in a plate made of various materials with various initial
crack sizes as they grow under cyclic loading. Experiments on predicting crack shape
changes are performed including few cases which concern two interacting surface crack
as studied in the current research [4, 13, 14, 31]. To validate the applicability of the
current solutions, i) growth of interacting parallel surface cracks are predicted using the
stress intensity factor results obtained from the same Abaqus finite element model
developed in this study, and then, ii) the results from the predictions are compared to
the data from those experimental studies.
In this research, crack growth is simulated based on the fatigue crack growth
prediction method for a single surface crack proposed by Newman and Raju [21], which
is a standardized method in fatigue crack growth predictions. This method assumed a
fatigue crack growth Paris law (equation 1.2) is valid for surface cracks, and that the
surface fatigue cracks maintain their semi-elliptical shape as they grow and only the
aspect ratio of the crack changes. These assumptions are widely used in other surface
growth prediction studies and are supported by experimental evidence [13, 14, 24, 27].
Based on these assumptions, the following relations are used to calculate the growth of
the crack:
݀ܽ
ൌ ܥ ሺοܭ ሻ ǡ
݀ܰ
where

݀ܿ
ൌ ܥ ሺοܭ ሻ ǡ
݀ܰ

(3.2)
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a = crack length,
c = crack depth,
N = number of fatigue cycles,
m = material constant,
ܥ , ܥ = material resistances at the surface and deepest points, and
οܭ , οܭ = ranges of SIF at the surface and deepest point.
Material constants m and ܥ are obtained from standardized test, and ܥ is calculated
by the empirical correlation ܥ ൌ ͲǤͻ ܥ . Using this correlation, the changes in surface
crack shapes are defined as
ଵ

݀ܿ
ܿ
ܿ ଶ 
ܿ
ൌ ቈͲǤͻට ൬ͳǤͳ  ͲǤ͵ͷ ቀ ቁ ൰   ͳǤͲǡ
݀ܽ
ܽ
ݐ
ܽ

and

݀ܿ
ܿ
ܿ ଶ ܿ
ൌ ͲǤͻට ൭ͳǤͳ  ͲǤ͵ͷ ቀ ቁ ቀ ቁ൱൩
݀ܽ
ܽ
ݐ
ܽ

ଵ


(3.3)


ܿ
 ͳǤͲǤ
ܽ

First step of the crack growth simulation process is to select a crack growth
increment c and calculate a from equation 3.3 to determine the new dimensions of
the crack c1 and a1: ܿଵ ൌ ܿ  οܿܽଵ ൌ ܽ  οܽǤSecondly, SIF distribution for a
crack along crack front is calculated using Abaqus. Now, the number of fatigue cycles, N,
is the only unknown parameter in the Paris law (equation 3.2), and N can be determined
by numerically solving the Paris law with evaluated SIF and material constants. For each
crack growth increment, this process is repeated until the final crack depth has been
reached. As descried in the simulation process, SIF is the essential parameter of the
predictive method.
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Kamaya conducted experiments containing two semi-circular surface cracks with
same size which are located at the center of the specimen [13, 14]. Among the
experiments, test conditions for Specimen B-H5 and B-H10 found to be closely related
to the current research: two symmetric semi-circular cracks are located at the center of
a plate parallel to each other. Identical test conditions are applied both specimen except
the vertical separation distance between two cracks. Therefore, the crack growth of BH5 and B-H10 are simulated using the experiment condition identified by Kamaya. Then,
the results obtained from the simulation are compared with Kamaya’s results: i) crack
growth at the deepest point of the crack over the cycles (Figure 3-40) and ii) crack
growth shape on the surface of the specimen (Figure 3-41 and Figure 3-42). Initial
dimensions of the surface crack and experimental conditions of B-H5 and B-H10 are
summarized in Table 3-3 below.
Table 3-3 Experiment conditions for Specimen B-H5 and B-H10 [13].

Stress
Range,
[MPa]

Stress
Ratio,
R

120

0.1

Plate
Crack
Thickness, Length,
t [mm]
a [mm]

15

5

Crack
Depth,
c [mm]

5

Horizontal
Separation,
S [mm]

Vertical
Separation,
H [mm]

B-H5

B-H10

B-H5

B-H10

0

0

5

10

Starting from the initial crack shape (a0 = 5 mm, c0 = 5 mm), five additional crack
growth patterns are simulated for both crack cases. The material constants used in this
crack growth prediction study are Cc = 3.5*10-11 and m = 2.52, which are obtained from
a compact tension specimen test using the same material by Kamaya. First, crack growth
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at the deepest point of the crack is simulated using Newman and Raju’s fatigue crack
growth prediction method [21]. The step size of the crack growth length at the deepest
point, c, is chosen as 0.94 mm, which is about 6% of the plate thickness. The growth
length at the surface, a, is calculated using equation 3.3. SIF is evaluate by Abaqus for
the grown crack, and then, the number of fatigue cycles, N, is calculate using the Paris
law (equation 3.2). This process is repeated for five times, and the result obtained from
the simulation is plotted with Kamaya’s results from the simulation and experiment in
Figure 3-40. The curves with filled markers are the experimental results obtained by
Kamaya from the two parallel cracks tests. The curves with open markers are the results
obtained from the simulation performed by Kamaya and the author. Kamaya also used
the crack growth prediction method proposed by Newman and Raju except average K
values are used instead of the local K values in the simulation. As shown in the figure,
simulated results for multiple interacting cracks using the fatigue crack growth
prediction method for a single crack by Newman and Ragu [21] agreed well with the
experimental results.
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d
Figure 3-40 Comparisson of simulated crack ggrowth with Kamaya’s simulated and
he
experimental crack grrowth for paarallel crackss [13, 14]. Crrack growth curves at th
deepest poiint of the craack are plottted.

nd, crack gro
owth shape at the plat e surface iss predicted using the reesults
Secon
obtained from
m the first simulation:
s
incrementedd crack lengtths over cyccles and KI and KII
caalculated forr each crackk length. As discussed
d
in Chapter 2.11.2, direction
n of crack grrowth
under a mixe
ed loading condition
c
caan be estim
mated from tthe maximu
um tensile sstress
wn crack shape into equation
crriterion. By plugging in KI and KII caalculated forr each grow
2.7, crack gro
owth path of
o the specimens B-H5 and B-H100 are determ
mined. Simu
ulated
re
esults are prrovided overr few loading cycles to sshow how the cracks arre curved ass they
grow over tim
me (Figure 3-41(a) and Figure
F
3-42(aa)). In this sttudy, simulaation is simp
plified
by i) applyingg the SIF so
olutions calculated for i nteracting ccracks where the tips o
of the
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cracks remained straight, and ii) assuming the crack growth rate at both inner and outer
tips of the crack are the same.
At the inner crack tips, deviation of the crack growth path is observed for the
specimens as two cracks overlap each other. Curving of the crack tip is more obvious for
the specimen B-H5 since the vertical separation distance between the cracks is smaller
for B-H5. On the other hand, crack growth at the outer crack tips are almost straight as
their stress field is not disturbed by the adjacent crack.
Figure 3-41(b) and Figure 3-42(b) are photos of the crack shape development on
the surface of specimen B-H5 and B-H10 obtained during the experiment conducted by
Kamaya, Miyokawa, and Kinuchi [12]. From the comparisons between the simulation
results and experimental results on i) the crack growth at the deepest point of the crack
and ii) crack shape development on the surface of the specimen, it is concluded that
there is a good correlation between the results obtained by the author and the results
obtained by Kamaya from both experiments and simulations.
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N = 357
7,245 cycles

N = 440,548 cyycles

N = 478,6
639 cycles

(a) Simulation result from the au
uthor

(b) Experim
mental resultt from Kamaaya [12]
Figure 3--41 Crack gro
owth shape on the surfaace of the sp
pecimen B-H10 (H/a = 2)).

N = 217
7,998 cycles

N = 254,565 cyccles

N = 318,6
654 cycles

(a) Simulation result from the au
uthor

(b) Experim
mental resultt from Kamaaya [12]
Figure 3-42 Crack grrowth shape on the surfaace of the sp
pecimen B-H
H5 (H/a = 1)..
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CHAPTER 4.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

Conclusion

FEM is used to analyze the interaction between two semi-elliptical surface cracks
which are located in offset positions perpendicular to the loading direction. Since
fatigue crack growth is controlled by the cyclic Stress Intensity Factor (SIF), effects of
relative positions and shapes of the interacting cracks on variation of SIF along the crack
front are discussed. SIFs of 619 crack interaction configurations with various horizontal
and vertical separation distances are evaluated in this study.
It is seen that mode II SIF (KII) along the crack front is essentially zero and crack is
purely under mode I when two cracks are located far from each other. As two cracks
approach each other, mode I SIF (KI) near the inner crack tip are amplified and KII is
introduced around the neighboring crack tips. Cracks are now under a mixed mode I and
mode II loading condition. When two cracks start to overlap, stress shielding effects are
observed around the overlapping crack front, and both KI and KII near the inner crack tip
is decreased. Due to stress shielding, SIF of interacting cracks are decreased, and crack
growth rate is reduced.
SIF variations are found to be significant when the vertical separation between
two cracks (H/a) is small. More stress disturbance (amplification or shielding) along the
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crack front is observed as H/a reduces. However, when two cracks are located far from
each other, effect from the vertical separation is found to be minimal or negligible.
By varying the shape of the neighboring crack, effects of the adjacent crack’s
relative depth and length on the interaction of two non-symmetric cracks are also
investigated. From the depth variation study, it is seen that stress field interference
from the neighboring crack increases as the depth of the adjacent crack increases while
length of the crack is fixed. Location of the stress shielding effect is shifted along the
crack front because the size and the location of the overlapped crack front area are
varied depending on the depth of the second crack.
From the crack length variation study where the depth of the neighboring crack is
now fixed, it is also found that the location of crack front region under the stress
shielding effect shifts along area of the overlapped crack front. Effect from the crack
length is found to be negligible when the depth of the neighboring crack is fixed.
Therefore, it is concluded that in addition to the horizontal separation distance between
the cracks, the location of two crack fronts’ intersecting point is also causing a great
impact on the interaction between two parallel surface cracks.
Throughout the study, it is seen that mode II interaction is not as significant as
mode I interaction. KII is found to be less sensitive to crack separation distance than KI.
However, it is important to note that sign of KII changes (from zero to negative, then to
positive) as two cracks’ horizontal separation distance (S/a) decreases. When two
parallel surface cracks are interacting under the fatigue loading, propagation direction
of the crack is determined by the sign of KII. When KII is introduced as two cracks
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approach each other, crack propagation direction is twisted, and crack growth path
starts to converge/diverge towards the adjacent crack. It is found that crack propagation
is retarded when two cracks are overlapped.
Using the SIFs of various crack interaction configurations obtained by FEM, change
in crack growth propagation path is predicted by using the maximum tangential stress
criterion proposed by Egan and Sih [3]. Also, fatigue crack growth is simulated and
compared with the results from previous experiments conducted by Kamaya, Miyokawa,
and Kinuchi [12]. From the comparisons, it is confirmed that the direction of crack
growth under mixed loading conditions (mode I & mode II) can be reasonably predicted
by applying the results obtained from Abaqus to the maximum tangential stress theory.
For all KI and KII profiles for various relative spacing and shapes are curve fitted,
and polynomials of the fitted curve equations are provided in the table so that the
values between the data points can be interpolated. The tabulated data can easily be
reconstructed into a polynomial equation, which can be integrated in conventional
fatigue life prediction software.

4.2

Recommendations

In this study, interaction between parallel offset semi-elliptical surface cracks are
only considered for a limited number of crack shapes. Also, both cracks are located
perpendicular to the loading direction. Therefore, further investigation on additional
crack configurations and different loading conditions are required to complete the
analysis on the parallel offset crack interactions. Also, further research on identifying
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the conditions for crack propagation behavior of the interacting parallel cracks (collinear
coalescence, parallel coalescence, or no coalescence) is also recommended.
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Appendix A

Stress Intensity Factor Profiles for Symmetric Crack Shapes

Normalized mode I and mode II Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) profiles for symmetric
crack shapes of c/a = 0.9 and 1.2 are presented in this Appendix. Here then normalized
SIF is defined by
ܭ
ߪξݐ
where K is SIF,  is the applied tensile stress, and t is the thickness of the plate.

(d) H/a = 2

(cc) H/a = 1.2

N
mod
de I SIF along craack front for varrying horizontal separations (S//a) at fixed vertical separationss (H/a)
Figure A-1 Normalized
(c/a = 0.9).

(b) H/a = 0.9
9

(aa) H/a = 0.3
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(d) H/a = 2

(cc) H/a = 1.2

2 Normalized mode
m
I SIF along crack front for varying horizontal separations (S/a) at fixed veertical separatio
ons (H/a)
Figure A-2
(c/a = 1.2).

(b) H/a = 0.9
9

(aa) H/a = 0.3
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(d) S/a = -1.5
5

(cc) S/a = -0.7

3 Normalized mode
m
I SIF along crack front for varying vertical separations (H//a) at fixed horizontal separatio
ons (S/a)
Figure A-3
(c/a = 0.9).

(b) S/a = - 0.3
3

(a) S/a = 0.1
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(d) S/a = -1.5
5

(cc) S/a = -0.7

4 Normalized mode
m
I SIF along crack front for varying vertical separations (H//a) at fixed horizontal separatio
ons (S/a)
Figure A-4
(c/a = 1.2).

(b) S/a = - 0.3
3

(a) S/a = 0.1
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(d) H/a = 2

(cc) H/a = 1.5

5 Normalized mode II SIF along crack front for varying horizon
ntal separations (S/a) at fixed vertical separatio
ons (H/a)
Figure A-5
(c/a = 0.9).

(b) H/a = 0.9
9

(aa) H/a = 0.5
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(d) H/a = 2

(cc) H/a = 1.5

6 Normalized mode II SIF along crack front for varying horizon
ntal separations (S/a) at fixed vertical separatio
ons (H/a)
Figure A-6
(c/a = 1.2).

(b) H/a = 0.9
9

(aa) H/a = 0.5
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Appendix B

Coefficients of the Polynomial Fits for Non-symmetric Cracks

The following tables contain the coefficients of the polynomial fits and coefficient of
determination, r2, of the regression lines for normalized KI and KII over the range of
െʹ  Ȁ  ʹ for each H/a determined for non-symmetric crack shapes. For KII of Type
II crack configuration, regression line over the range of െʹ  Ȁ  ͲǤͷ are obtained as
KII converges to zero when S/a > 0.5 (Table B-4). Refer to Chapter 3.1.4 to learn how to
utilize the data to reconstruct the curve fit equation.

c2/a = 0.5

c2/a = 0.3

4

4

r
0.9998

0.5599

C
2

0.4217

-1.1476

-2.9503

-2.7168

-1.1391

-0.1759

0.9999

x

x

2

x3

x

x

5

x6

r

0.5430

C
2

0.2467

-0.7876

-1.9493

-1.7963

-0.7712

-0.1240

x

x

2

x3

x

x

5

x6

0.3

1

0.5462

0.2020

-0.7434

-1.5820

-1.3773

-0.5930

-0.0983

1

0.5396

0.1127

-0.3183

-0.6588

-0.5526

-0.2393

-0.0409

0.5

0.9309

0.5306

0.0737

-0.1991

-0.2096

-0.0473

1

0.5342

0.0465

-0.0273

-0.0217

0.0125

0.0058

0.9

0.9886

0.5342

0.0273

0.0315

0.0228

0.0069

1.5

0.9675

0.5270

0.0442

-0.0006

-0.0108

-0.0002

-2  S/a  0.1

0.9962

0.5321

0.0287

0.0119

0.7224

0.5371

0.0070

0.0010

-0.0009

2

0.3

1

0.5970

-0.1047

0.0770

-0.0186

0.7953

0.5583

-0.0262

0.00195

H/a

1

0.5517

0.0301

-0.0509

0.017

1

0.5451

0.0220

-0.0336

0.0112

0.5

1

0.5302

0.0707

-0.0729

0.0209

1

0.5353

0.0371

-0.0397

0.0114

0.9

0.1  S/a  2

0.9861

0.5295

0.0246

-0.0085

1

0.5359

0.0131

-0.0048

1.5

0.9963

0.5334

0.0132

-0.0036

0.9543

0.5369

0.0104

-0.0036

2

Table B-1 Coefficients of the polynomial fits and r2 of normalized KI for varying horizontal distance (S/a) between cracks at fixed
vertical distances (H/a). Variable x in the table represents the horizontal distance (S/a): Type I.
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c2/a = 1

c2/a = 0.7

0.6156
0.6340
0.9998

x
C
r2

-2.6347

-2.1553

-0.7730

-1.0701

3

4

x2

x

x

x

5

-0.0946

0.9998

r2
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C
6

0.5059

x

-3.5200

-3.183

-1.2968

-0.1925

-1.3916

3

4

5

0.3

x2

x

x

x

x

6

Table B-1 Continued.

0.9998

0.5808

0.3855

-0.5489

-1.0872

-0.8346

-0.3357

-0.0515

1

0.5608

0.2691

-1.0307

-2.2688

-2.0359

-0.8824

-0.1449

0.5
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0.5324
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-0.0194
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0.0084
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-2  S/a  0.1 for c2/a = 0.7
-2  S/a  0.3 for c2/a = 1
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0.3  S/a  2 for a2/a1 = 1

0.9988

0.5189

0.0460

-0.0219

0.0034

1

0.5335

0.0143

-0.0085

0.0024

2
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c2/a = 0.5

c2/a = 0.3

4

4

r
0.9997

-0.0881

C
2

0.3632

0.7786

0.5728

0.0789

-0.1018

-0.0346

1

x

x

2

x3

x

x

5

x6

r

-0.0560

C
2

0.2530

0.3801

0.1621

-0.1371

-0.1469

-0.0354

x

x

2

x3

x

x

5

x6

0.3

1

-0.0758

0.2180

0.4628

0.4205

0.2141

0.0436

0.9999

-0.0461

0.1144

0.2300

0.2094

0.1083

0.0223

0.5

0.9874

-0.0505

0.0636

-0.0274

-0.2077

-0.1470

-0.0304

0.9995

-0.0354

0.0467

0.0957

0.0761

0.0351

0.0069

0.9

0.0392

0.1521

0.1853

0.0980

0.0188

1.5

0.9973

-0.0399

0.0476

0.1631

0.1867

0.1006

0.0202

0.9978

-0.0298

-2  S/a  0.1

0.9985

-0.0324

0.0293

0.1080

0.1187

0.0585

0.0106

0.9942

-0.0264

0.0275

0.1099

0.1300

0.0652

0.0118

2

0.3

1

-0.0763

0.3944

-0.7082

0.5894

-0.2325

0.0352

1

-0.0540

0.2678

-0.4724

0.3888

-0.1522

0.0229

H/a

1

-0.0786

0.3497

-0.5809

0.4598

-0.1754

0.0259

1

-0.0523

0.2396

-0.4090

0.3297

-0.1272

0.0189

0.5

1

-0.0621

0.2000

-0.2577

0.1633

-0.0507

0.0062

1

-0.0446

0.1750

-0.2710

0.2036

-0.0741

0.0105

0.9

0.1  S/a  2

1

-0.0454

0.1374

-0.1821

0.1186

-0.0367

0.0043

1

-0.0356

0.1323

-0.1959

0.1419

-0.0502

0.0069

1.5

1

-0.0400

0.1376

-0.2095

0.1548

-0.0541

0.0072

1

-0.0343

0.1408

-0.2313

0.1815

-0.0680

0.0098

2

Table B-2 Coefficients of the polynomial fits and r2 of normalized KII for varying horizontal distance (S/a) between cracks at fixed
vertical distances (H/a). Variable x in the table represents the horizontal distance (S/a): Type I.
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c2/a = 1

c2/a = 0.7
6

r
0.999

-0.1205

C
2

0.6506

x

0.0410

-1.2745

1.2554

3

-0.9414

-0.2018

0.9997

x2

x

x

4

x5

x

r

-0.1068

C
2

0.4593

x

0.3388

-0.3031

0.8649

3

x2

x

x

-0.3061

x5
4

-0.0722

0.3
x6

Table B-2 Continued.

0.9997

-0.1086

0.3880

0.4437

-0.4896

-1.0434

-0.6243

-0.1254

1

-0.1001

0.2972

0.6087

0.4377

0.1149

-0.0313

-0.0164

0.5

0.999

-0.0788

0.1641

-0.1272

-0.9290

-1.0595

-0.5088

-0.0907

1

-0.0723

0.1100

0.132

0.0062

-0.0108

0.9

1.5

0.9954

-0.0472

0.0676

-0.2275

-0.9251

-1.0483

-0.5084

-0.0905

0.9939

-0.0489

0.0415

0.0649

0.0085

-0.0041

-2  S/a  0.1

0.9846

-0.0296

0.0461

-0.2620

-0.9765

-1.1295

-0.5571

-0.0999

0.9981

-0.0385

0.0255

0.0629

0.0333

0.006

2

0.3

0.9796

-0.0552

0.1295

-0.1419

0.0645

-0.0106

1

-0.0946

0.5144

-0.9474

0.8005

-0.3188

0.0485

H/a

1

-0.0987

0.3921

-0.7079

0.6210

-0.2643

0.0434

1

-0.1034

0.4670

-0.7796

0.6192

-0.2368

0.0350

0.5

0.9999

-0.0724

0.0764

-0.0118

-0.0256

0.0092

1

-0.0807

0.2310

-0.2497

0.1181

-0.0204

0.9

0.1  S/a  2

0.9993

-0.0511

0.0825

-0.1107

0.0633

-0.0123

0.9968

-0.0531

0.1035

-0.0721

0.0168

1.5

0.9963

-0.0318

0.0350

-0.0447

0.0243

-0.0047

0.988

-0.0423

0.0826

-0.0612

0.0150

2
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a2/a1 = 0.5

a2/a1 = 0.25

0.3

0.5

0.9

1.5

2

0.3

0.9

1.5

2

-0.4254 -0.0667 -0.0269 -0.0150

0.5

-0.7  S/a  A* for a2/a1 = 0.25
-1.7  S/a  0.1 for a2/a1 = 0.5
0.3

0.5

0.9

1.5

A* S/a  2 for a2/a1 = 0.25
0.1  S/a  2 for a2/a1 = 0.5
2

1

0.9975 0.9629 0.9601

1

1

1

-8.1145 -3.3296 -0.5582 0.0092

-5.6853 -2.3211 -0.3839

-1.2991 -0.5238 -0.0832

1

1.286

0.8791 0.3079 0.2028

0.094

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5992 0.5458 0.5273 0.5335 0.5375
0.9966 0.9877
1
1
1
0.9771 0.9181
(A*: 0.1 for H/a = 0.3 and 0.5 for H/a = 0.5, 0.9, 1.5, 2)

0.536

0.0406 0.0196 -0.1402 0.0351 0.0529 0.0116 0.0043

C 1.3519 1.4563 1.2175 1.7027 1.3357 0.6001 0.5462 0.5252 0.5306

r2

1

0.005 -0.0303 0.0166 0.0125

1

0.2400 0.2728 0.2054 0.3521 0.2404 -3.5864 -1.4085 -0.1882 0.0408 0.0199 0.1168 -0.0514 -0.0476 -0.0036 -0.0008

1

x 0.8856 1.0025 0.7487

x

2

x

3

x4

x

5

r2

C 0.3776 0.3142 0.4787 0.5300 0.5363 0.4916 0.5170 0.5275 0.5351 0.5384 0.5622 0.5434 0.5398 0.5440 0.5375

x -0.3997 -0.5976 -0.1092 -0.0098 -0.005 0.5874 0.1768 0.0395 0.0145 0.0082 -0.0290 0.0005 0.0051 -0.0005 0.0080

x2 -0.3560 -0.5858 -0.0628 -0.003 -0.0037 -0.9080 -0.0344 0.0117 0.0030 0.0013 0.0113 0.0004 -0.0019 -0.0003 -0.0024

x3 -0.1369 -0.2522 -0.0120 -0.0006 -0.0014

x -0.0192 -0.0401

4

-2  S/a  -0.7 for a2/a1 = 0.25
-2  S/a  -1.7 for a2/a1 = 0.5

H/a

Table B-3 Coefficients of the polynomial fits and r2 of normalized KI for varying horizontal distance (S/a) between cracks at fixed
vertical distances (H/a). Variable x in the table represents the horizontal distance (S/a): Type II.
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a2/a1 = 1.2

a2/a1 = 1

a2/a1 = 0.7

x
x3
x2
x
C
r2
x6
x5
x4
x3
x2
x
C
r2
x6
x5
x4
x3
x2
x
C
r2

4

-0.5546
-3.2227
-6.2382
-3.4816
1
-0.1759
-1.1391
-2.7168
-2.9503
-1.1476
0.4217
0.5599
0.9998
-0.0580
-0.4388
-1.2301
-1.5527
-0.6307
0.4326
0.5538
1

0.3

-0.0033
0.0012
0.0242
0.5321
0.9979

0.0189
0.0505
0.0483
0.0547
0.5278
0.9644

-0.0470
-0.2564
0.5276
-0.3493
0.2081
0.5426
1
-0.0173
-0.0982
-0.1049
0.0874
0.5321
1

0.0119
0.0287
0.5321
0.9962

-0.0002
-0.0108
-0.0006
0.0442
0.527
0.9675

2
0.0625
0.3316
0.5723
0.8512
1

1.5
-0.0349
-0.1731
-0.313
0.3207
1

0.9

-0.2167 0.123
-1.3695 0.5622
-2.8776 0.7688
-1.4703 0.8081
1
1
-0.0983
-0.593
-1.3773 -0.0473
-1.5820 -0.2096
-0.7434 -0.1991
0.2020 0.0737
0.5462 0.5306
1
0.9309

0.5

-2  S/a  -1.5 for a2/a1 = 0.7
-2  S/a  0.1 for a2/a1 = 1 & 1.2

Table B-3 Continued.

0.3
-0.0708
-0.4134
-0.1172
0.5402
0.5337
1

0.5
-0.1932
-0.6536
-0.3907
0.2555
0.5305
1

0.9
-0.0844
-0.2638
-0.1493
0.0974
0.5233
1
-0.0021
0.0214
0.0415
0.5258
1

1.5

2
0.0018
0.0149
0.0204
0.5315
1

-1.5  S/a  0.1 for a2/a1 = 0.7

H/a

-0.0184
0.0778
-0.1065
0.5989
1

-0.0186
0.077
-0.1047
0.597
1

-0.0156
0.0685
-0.0999
0.5955
1

0.3

0.0196
-0.0589
0.0354
0.5563
1

0.017
-0.0509
0.0301
0.5517
1

0.0353
-0.104
0.0667
0.5458
1

0.5

0.0188
-0.0658
0.063
0.534
1

0.0209
-0.0729
0.0707
0.5302
1

0.0167
-0.0622
0.0683
0.525
1

0.9

0.0005
-0.0118
0.0284
0.5308
1

-0.0085
0.0246
0.5295
0.9861

0.0047
-0.0205
0.0326
0.5271
1

1.5

2

-0.0034
0.0127
0.5338
0.9752

-0.0036
0.0132
0.5334
0.9963

0.0004
-0.0051
0.0143
0.5323
1

0.1 S/a  2 for a2/a1 = 0.7
0.1  S/a  2 for a2/a1 = 1 & 1.2
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a2/a1 = 0.5

a2/a1 = 0.25

4

0.5

0.9

1.5

2

-1.053

-0.1758 -0.0593 -0.0978

-0.0165

0.9996

1

1

1

r

1

1

0.9955

0.995

0.9997

1

1

0.1404

1

0.0399

0.0799

1

0.0236

0.048

1

0.0188

0.0438

-3.3705 -1.2650 -0.1277 -0.0729 -0.0162 -0.0664 -0.0686 -0.0456 -0.0297 -0.0254

2

0.1477

0.1064

0.0084

1

C

0.0245

0.1076

-0.2476 -0.2511 -0.0263 -0.0055

1

-12.196 -4.3345 -0.2434 -0.1573

0.0409

0.0223

0.004

1

x

-11.201 -3.6121 -0.0348 -0.0864

-3.6312 -1.1178

1

0.0202

0.0433

2

-16.380 -5.6961 -0.1632 -0.1710

3

0.9998

-0.4615 -0.1360

0.9995

0.0213

0.0411

1.5

x2

x

x

4

x5

r

0.0154

0.0723

0.9

-0.2932 -0.1777 -0.0646 -0.0453 -0.0417 -0.0547 -0.0463 -0.0308 -0.0234 -0.0222

2

0.0186

0.1429

0.5

C

0.0381

0.1491

0.3

-1.3637 -0.7765 -0.1826 -0.0923 -0.0899

-2.3902 -1.3291 -0.2597 -0.1110 -0.1339

-1.933

-0.7381 -0.3956 -0.0578 -0.0125 -0.0347

-0.1080 -0.0572 -0.0075 -0.0004 -0.0048

0.3

-0.3  S/a  0.5 for a2/a1 = 0.25
-0.7  S/a  0.5 for a2/a1 = 0.5

x

x

2

x3

x

x

5

-2  S/a  -0.3 for a2/a1 = 0.25
-2  S/a  -0.7 for a2/a1 = 0.5

H/a

Table B-4 Coefficients of the polynomial fits and r2 of normalized KII for varying horizontal distance (S/a) between cracks at fixed
vertical distances (H/a). Variable x in the table represents the horizontal distance (S/a): Type II.
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a2/a1 = 1.2

a2/a1 = 1

a2/a1 = 0.7

x
x3
x2
x
C
r2
x6
x5
x4
x3
x2
x
C
r2
x3
x2
x
C
r2

4

Table B-4 Continued.

0.3
0.5
0.9
0.1709 0.1368 0.0405
0.8421 0.6824 0.2107
1.3237 1.0989 0.3474
0.6294 0.5588 0.1622
-0.0528 -0.0225 -0.0393
0.9948 0.9993
1
-0.2530
-1.6452 0.0523
-4.2299 0.2663 0.0180
-5.4726 0.5382 0.1195
-3.7067 0.5849 0.2619
-1.3020 0.2744 0.1745
-0.316 -0.0671 -0.0361
1
1
0.9847
0.0074 0.0150
0.0147 0.0626 0.0770
-0.0330 0.0548 0.0720
-0.1469 -0.0947 -0.0529
0.9969 0.9997 0.9998

1.5

2

0.3

0.5

0.9

-0.3  S/a  0.5
1.5

2

0.0207
0.1035
0.1931
0.1697
0.0507
-0.0395
0.9971
0.0067
0.0279
0.0137
-0.0435
0.9946
-0.0064
-0.0300
-0.0486
-0.0442
-0.044
0.9998
-0.0007
-0.0010
-0.0118
-0.0394
0.9982

-0.1629 -0.0499 0.0313 0.0446 0.0453
0.2080 0.1382 0.0684 0.0383 0.0263
-0.0598 -0.0595 -0.0504 -0.0381 -0.0322
1
1
1
1
1

-0.1587 -0.0404 0.0364 0.0416 0.0460
0.2139 0.1426 0.0677 0.0345 0.0245
-0.0632 -0.0628 -0.0515 -0.0372 -0.0311
1
1
1
1
1

0.0062
0.0101 -0.0053 -0.1419 -0.0164 0.0540 0.0461 0.0482
-0.0207 -0.0219 0.2133 0.1360 0.0550 0.0277 0.0214
-0.0448 -0.0362 -0.0674 -0.0663 -0.0504 -0.0339 -0.0282
0.9963 0.9975
1
1
1
1
1

-2  S/a  -0.3

H/a
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